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i
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*Department of Physics, University of San Francisco

Ignatian Heights, San Francisco, CA 94117, U.S.A.

**NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, AL

35812, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Radiation measurements obtained on board U.S. and Soviet spacecraft are

presented and discussed. A considerable amount of data has now been collec-

ted and analyzed from measurements with a variety of detector types in low-

Earth orbit. The objectives of these measurements have been to investigate

the dose and LET spectra within the complex shielding of large spacecraft.

The shielding modifies the external radiation (trapped protons, electrons,

cosmic raynuclei) which, in turn, is quite dependent on orbital parameters

(altitude, inclination). For manned flights, these measurements provide a

crew exposure record and a data base for future spacecraft design and flight

planning. For the scientific community they provide useful information for

planning and analyzing data from experiments with high sensitivity to radi-

ation. In this paper, results of measurements by both passive and active

detectors are described. High-LET spectra measurements were obtained by

means of plastic nuclear track detectors (PNTDs) while thermoluminescent

dosimeters (TLDs) measured the dose. A few flights carried active detec-

tors--tissue equivalent ion chambers (TEICs), particle spectrometers (gener-

ally to measure the LET distribution), and particle rate counters. On some

flights, thermal and epithermal neutrons were measured with the use of fis-

sion foils, and metal samples analyzed by gamma ray spectroscopy measured

low levels of several activation lines. PNTDs consisting of different com-

binations of CR-39, polycarbonate, and cellulose-nitrate sheets have proved

to be an effective means of measuring the high-LET spectra. To date, they

have been used on all the Space Shuttle flights including Spacelabs i and 2,

(i)Work Dartiai!y supported by NASA Contract NAS9-17389 and NASA Grants

NAGS-071 and NAG9-235.
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and the earlier missions of the Gemini, Apollo and Skylab series. The assem-

bly of various types of detectors, especially the large numbers deployed in

the crew compartments, modules, access tunnels, and pallets of Spacelabs 1

and 2, have provided the most comprehensive mapping yet available of the

radiation environment of a large spacecraft in low Earth orbit. They demon-

strate _he efficiency and advantages of coordinated measurements with pas-

sive and active detectors. The dosimetric results accumulated for over

twentL,-five years indicate the difficulty of acTarately predicting the total

picture of radiation phenomena as it will be encountered by space station

crews and other future missions. Understanding the effects of different

types and configurations of shielding is also of particular importance.

Detailed results of the measurements and comparison with calculated values

are described.

Kevwords: Space radiation / U.S. and Soviet measurements / radiation dose /

LET spectra / shielding / detectors / dosimetry /

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Exposure to ionizing radiation of space crews engaged in long-term

space missions such as space stations, moon bases and trips tc Mars, poses

a set of complex scientific and tec_hnologica! problems which need to be

resolved before adequate radiation protection can be achieved. Areas of

immediate interest include providing adequate radiation measurements (i.e.,

dosimetz_) and understanding the complex radiation environment and the ef-

fects of shielding on the different components of the incoming radiations.

This paper sun_arizes the results of radiation dosimetry measurements which

have been performed in the last twenty-five years in the U.S. and soviet

space flight programs.

The complex radiation environment and special conditions involved in

space flight pose unique problems in the doslmetry of high energy radiation.

First of all, there are a number of primary sources of radiation including

galactic cosmic rays, radiation trapped by the Earth's geomagnetic field,

rare but sometimes intense solar flares and, potentially, that from nuclear

on-board sources. These radiations have broad energy spectra and may con-

rain a variety of charged particle types such as protons, electrons, alpha

particles and photons, as well as heavier nuclei including those of the

entire periodic table. A gamut of secondary radiations includes mesons,

neutrons, recoiling nuclei; also bremsstrahlung, 0 decay, and activation

photons. These radiations have a spatial and temporal variation which can

result in orders of magnitude changes of radiation levels inside spacecraft-

For low-Ear_h orbit the fluxes and energy spectra are dependent on altitude,
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orbit inclination, solar conditions, position, and spacecraft orientation

in orbit, and the amount, type and placzment of shielding materials in the

spacecraft. Since the equipment and supplies are usually unevenly distri-

buted throughout the spacecraft, different radiation levels are found in the

different portions of the spacecraft, as well as uneven radiation of various

parts of the astronauts' bodies. The degree of non-uniformity depends upon

the penetrating ability of radiation and can result in steep gradients of

absorbed dose within the body. Finally, while some secondary radiation is

less penetrating, in certain cir_amstances secondary radiations may .have

even greater penetrability than t_he primary; for example, in the situation

involving the attenuation of low-energy electrons by the skin of the space-

craft and subsequent production of penetrating bremsstrahlung radiations

/Parnell et al., 1986; Benton, 1986/.

2.0 DOSE AND DOSE-RATE (Mostly Passive Detectors)

For the past twenty-five years, a variety of spacecraft have been devel-

oped and used by the U.S. and U.S.S.R. In order to present an idea of the

shielding involved, Fig. 1 shows (roughly to scale) the t_hree earliest Soviet

spacecraft, namely Vostok, Voskhod and Soyuz, and one of the latest space-

station types of spacecraft, _he Salyut-7, which is shown not to scale.

The weight and dimensions of the early spacecraft Cnot including anten-

nas, solar cell banks, or panels) are il) Vostok: about 10,400 Ibs., 8.7

feet in diameter, 23.8 feet in length; the manned capsule is 7.5 feet in

diameter; (2) Voskhod: about 12,000 ibs., 9.0 feet in diameter, 34.5 feet

in length; the ma_nned capsule is 7.5 feet in diameter; (3) Soyuz: 11.4 feet

in diameter; the aft interstage is 14.8 feet in diameter; the ien_h is 40.2

feet with a manned capsule 10.3 feet in diameter/janni, !969a/. The Saiyut-7

section show_ is about 15 meters in len_h, excluding the transport ships

and a new module which was added later. With the addition of the new module

and a Soyuz P-14 manned transport, the Salyut complex stretches for some 115

feet and has a mass of approximately 103,000 Ibs.; it also includes a Gemini

spacecraft-sized re-entry vehicle. Clearly, the size, mass and therefore

the effective shielding within the different spacecraft vary greatly. While

knowledge of the exact shielding is always somewhat poor, for the pre-Salyu_

flights the shielding (arithmetic average) generally exceeded 17 g/cm 2

/Petrov et al., 1975/.

2.1 Soviet Measurements

In Table 1 is shown some of the dosimetry data from Soviet spacecraft

for the time period 1960-1983 /Petrov eu al., 1975; Akatov et al., 1984;

Markelov and Chernykh, 1982/. Most of the average dose-rate data is in the
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VOSTOK

Fig. !.

VOSKHOD SOYUZ SALYUT-7

Four types of Seviet.'T=nnned sT-acEaft /Uanni, 1969/.

(Salyut not drawn to scale wi_h_ three.)

. T

range of 10-30 mrad/day and reflects the fact that the Soviet manned space-

craft have consistently flown in fairly iow-a!titude orbits. The main excep-

tion to that was the 1965 flight wi_h an aDoqee of 500 km which recorded a

higher dose of 65 mrads per day, still well below that which has been recor-

ded on a number of U.S. flights. The meas'_rements in Table 1 were performed

with a variety of active and passive tl_es of devices, with the early mea-

surements beLng accurate to about _.,'-15 percent. From these early measure-

ments, the Soviets concluded tha: they had observed dependence of dose-rate

on the period of solar activity, noting tha: "during the !964 solar minimum

the dose-rates increased by roughly a factor of two." Also, "increasing the

shielding from 2 to !5 g/cm 2 did not qreat!y decrease the dose-rate"/Petrov

et al., 1975/. This again is par'.ial!y a consequence of the low altitude

(see Section 3.1).
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Table I.

Date

month year

08* 1960

04 1961
08 1961

05 1962

08 1962
08 1962

lO 1962
II 1962

12 1962

04 1963
05 1963

05 1963
06 1963

06 1963
06 1963

lO 1964

04 1965
09 1965

lO 1965

II 1965
03 1966

04 1966

07 1966
07 1966

08 1966

II 1966
12 1966

II 1968

Ol 1969
Ol 1969

lO 1969

lO 1969
lO 1969

06 1970

12 1973
07** 1974
12 1974

06 1976

09 1977
05-06_ 1980

03-07 1983
07-08 1983

08-09 1983

09-II i983

Dosimetry Data from Soviet Spacecraft

Orbital Parameters

inclination apogee (km)

65 ° 340
650 330
650 240
65 o 330
65 ° 370
650 240
650 350
65 ° 380

65° 400
65° 340

65o 370

650 400
65 o 30D
65 ° 220
65 ° 230
65 o 410

650 500

65 o 360
65 o 340

650 350
65° 310

65 ° 330

73 ° 350

520 360
65° 360

65° 340

65° 320
52o _210

520 _210
52o _210

520 _210

520 _210

52 o _210
520 _210

52o _210

51.6 ° 270

51.6 ° 270
51.6 ° 260

51.6o 275

51.6 o 340
51 .6c 340
51.6° 340

51.6o 492

Salyut-3

Salyut-4
Salyut-5

Salyut-6
Salyut-6

Salyut-7
Salyut-7

Salyut-7
Salyut-7

Average
Dose Rate

(mrad/day)

12.5

7.2
8.4

16.0

45.0
13.5

30,0
30.0

35.0

18.0
15.0

30.0

12.0

15,5
15.5

29.0

65.O
16.0

15.0
18.0
II .0
15.5
21.0
26.0
29.0
22.0
14.0
21.2

20.0

24.0
14.0

13.0

14.0

13.0
12.5

15
13

15

16
lO.O

16.7

14.8
18.0

16.0

*Petrov et al., 1975
**Akatov et al., 1984

%Marke!ov and C_hernykh, 1982
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In Table 2 are listed the absorbed and equ_-va!en "- radiation doses for

_he crews of Sa!yut 3-6 spacecraft, while Table 3 lists the doses incurred

by members of _he inte._na'_ional crews on board Sa!yut-6 under _he Zntercos-

mos Progran"_e /Vorobyov a_d Kovalyov, 1983/. Some of the Salyut-7 data was

taken using the Hungarian "Pille" TLD system and has a considerably higher

ac.-uracy /Akatov et al., 1984/. In Fig. 2 is shown the range of average

dose-rates (mrad-day) measured on boa---& Sa!yut-T i_ various oositions within

the s_acec a =_ during the three measuring sessions of 36, 28 and 49 days

duration. The numbers shown in Fic. 2 represent -.he lowest and _he highest

average dose-rate measured during these three sessions in each Position.

The measurements, which were performed in the second half of 1983, show that

for Salyut-7 as well as for Salyut-6 smacec, ra =',..in _his particular orbit,

the largest ratio of dose-rates wi-.hir. -,he spacecraft was about 1.6.

The highest dose-rates were foun_ in the passage section on the left

(16-23 mrad/day), and in one of _he sleeping areas on _he right (17-21 mrad/

day). This was only a few feet away from the position of the work station

on _he right which recorded the lowes-, dose-rate of 13-15 mrad/day.

2.2 Joint U.S./Soviet Measurements

In addition to the manned space program, the Soviets have utilized the

Cosmos Biosate!lite series in order to conduct radiation experiments. As of

_his writing, eight such missions have flown, including cosmos Nos. 110,

605, 782, 936, 1129, 1154, 1667, and 1887.

Four se_s of radiation measuremen'-s using passive detectors were car-

serestied out Jointly on the cosmos Biosate!!ite i including cosmos 782,

936, 1129 and 1887. The results for two of the flights are shown in Table 4

/Benton eta!., 1983/. Hare are shown the _ dose and mission dose rate

as well as neutron measurements made using a set of fission foils (described

later). The results from Cosmos 1887 mission are in the initial stages of

readout and analysis. Since the highes_ inclination orbit flown to dare by

the Space Shuttle is 57 °, these join_ cosmos Biosatellite missions repre-

sent the highest inclination orbits available to the U.S. experimenters,

and hence are useful in measuring the contribution to the total radiation

picture of the galactic cosmic ray (GCR) component.

2.3 Measur_enUs Under Thin Shieldinc.

The objec-.ives of the Cosmos missions are many and also include the

development of new types of active shielding as well as dose measurements

under ve.-_ low shielding conditions. Fig. 3 shows a "waffle-iron" type of

container which is mounted on ".he outside of "..he spacecraft and which holds

various types of detectors. Once in orbit, the container is opened to the
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Table 2. Absorbed and -_)ivtTant _!iation Doses for the Crm4s

of Salyut 3-6 Spacecraft*

Orbital

Station

Trans- Radiation Dose

):N)rtation Period and dur- AbsorOe_ Equivalent

Spac_raft atlon of _ight Astronaut (10 "5 Gy) (r_}

Salyut-) Soyuz-14

Sal yut-4 SoyuZ-I 7

Soyuz-I8

Sal yut-5 Soyuz-21

Soyuz-Z4

Salyut-6:

Expedition _ SoyuZ-26

II Soyuz-29

--and Soyuz-31

III Soyuz-32

--and Soyuz-34

IV 5o_z-35

=and So)Z-37

V Soyuz-T4

3-19 July 1974, P. Popovich 265:10 0.40

16 days Yu. Artyukhin Z_:17 0.44

II Jan-g Feb 1975, A. Gu_rev 770±I10 l.l

30 days G. Grechko 640:80 l.O

Z4 _)*-26 Jul Ig75, p. Klimuk 3050=30D 4.6

53 days V. Sevastyanov 2170±190 3.3

6 jul-24 Aug 1976, G. Volynov 830:70 1.2

49 days V. Zholol:_)v 820±30 1.2

7-Z5 February 1977, V. _rl_tko 3_±12 0.52

18 days Yu. Gladkov 338=g 0.51

1O Dec 1977-16 Mar Yu. Romanenko 2050±100 3.1

1978, 96 days G. Grechko 2150±80 3.Z

16 Jun-2 Nov 1978, V. Kovalyonok 315o±lgo 4.7
140 days A. Ivanchenkov 3350¢200 5.0

25 Feb-lg Aug 1979, V. Lyakhov 3670¢190 5.5

175 days V. Ryumin 3670=190 5.5

9 Apr-ll Nov I_0, L. Popov 2700=160 4.0

18S days V. R_min 2700z160 4.0

lZ Mar--26 May Ig81, V. _valyonok llO0±4O 1.6

75 days V. Savlnykh 1060±40 1.6

V

*/Voz_o_ and Kovaly_v, 1983./

Table 3. Lndividual padiation Doses Incurred by Members of

int_nationai Crews on board Salyut-6 Space--aft

un_e.r the T.,Tte_,'c-osmos !,ro_m_ne*

Astronaut Country

Trans- Radiation Dose

por_tion Date of Absorbed Eouivalent

Spacecraft Launch (IO "s Gy) (re,)

A. C,ubarev USSR Soyuz-ZB Z March 1978 ZSO±23 0.38
V. Remek Czechoslovakia ZGOz9 0.39

p. Klimuk USSR Soyuz-3O 27 June 1978 188±18 0.28

M. Ger_SZewski Poland 201=16 0.30

V. Bykovsky USSR Soyuz-31 Z6 August 1 978 238±32 0.36
S. len GDR and Soyuz-2g 270=!3 0.40

V. lOJbasov USSR SoyuZ-36 Z6 May 1980 ........

B. Farkas Hungary aria Soyuz-35 135±20 0.Z0

V. Gorbatko USSR Soy_Z-37 27 July 1980 ago±z5 0.Z8
Fam Tuan Vietnam and So_Z-36 216:2Z 0.32

Yu. Romanenko USSR SoyuZ-38 18 Sept. 1980 150=15 0.22

A. Mendez Cuba 147=15 O.ZZ

V. _nibekov USSR SoyuZ-39 Z2 March 1981 165:15 0.25

Zh. Gurragcha Mongolia 182:16 O.Z7

L. Popov USSR Soyuz-4O 14 ;_y I_I 166:23 0.25
D. Prunariu Ro_nia 200±Z2 0.30

*/%'c¢o]:_K_ _ l_:'-d-l)F_, 1983./
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Cosmo6 Fl_gnt No. 936 132g

Flight duration (days_ 18.5 1E.56

Inclination 62.8 6_.B

Altituoe (_. apogee/_e'igee} 419/224 394/226

TLD dose (mrad) 474 347 (US)
320 (USSR)

TLD dose rate (mradlday_ 25.6 1E.0

Thermal Neutrons

fluence _.6 x IOs c_': 5.1 x 105 cm"2

dose C.37 _re_ : 20_ 0.52 ,_'em: 20_

Resonance neutrons

fluence _.2 x lO_ cm-: 1.4 x 106 cm"2

E mre_ - 30".1 7.4 mrem - 30_
_ose • 50_ + 50_

High energy neutrons
¢luence 2.i x 10_ cm"2 2.1 x 106 cm"2

125 mre_ : ? 125 mrem : ?
aose

/Ben_o:. e _- a!., 19_3/

C.osmos-1443 _ SaLyut-7 _ 5oyuz T

spool 15-18 14-181 space croft

|reighter /---"-
, lS-le / 16-zo / 14:17 1

// / //
_-I

Fig. 2. Range of average dose rates _-ad/day) on hoard Salyul:-7.

/Akatov et al., 1984./
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free space environment. Absorbed dose as a function of thin shielding for

Cosmos 936 and 1129 is shown in Fig. 4 /Benton et al., 1981/. Here, absor-

bed dose decreases three to four orders of magnitude in the first %(i-3)

g/cm 2 of material /Dudkin, 1987; Benton, 1987/. Since this means that very

thinly shielded portions of the spacecraft can receive very large radiation

exposures, these measurements need to be verified for the various orbits and

V

Fig. 3. "Waffle-iron" detector container used on

Soviet Cosmos Biosatellite flights.

conditions so as to get a better picture of this environment. The rapid

change in dose at these shielding depths is primarily due to absorption of

low energy electrons.

L

V
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2.4.1 Early measurements. The U.S. s_acec a_': used in manned space

explorauion are shown in Pig. 5 and in:!ude _e Mer:u.-y, Gemini, Apollo,

Skylab, _.he ASTP an_ -,he Space $hu:-.le, all shown roughly to scale. TLD

mission dose and dose-rate da_a measured on ".he early U.$. manned space mis-

sions are shown in Table 5. The _a_a for _e G_-_.ni, Sks,la_ and ASTP flights

reflect- s'.rongly ",he al:itude dependence of these low Ear-_h-orbit-a! (LEO)

• . if" path through t.hemissions, while _he Apollo series reflec'.s -..he s-Dec "1c

radia'-ion belts on -.he way to and from _e moon. 0ntil fairly _-ecent!y, t.he

dose-ra-e of some 86 _/- 9 =red/day for -.he 3kylah-4 mission represented _-he

j 1 | .

Iol I

'IL 36

iO °

10-3 1O"_ 10"_ 1Cu

THXC_S0vS,IE_ Z, _o_ ovD0Sl,E_n,g/=z

Fig. 4. Dose ahsc=Ledby cb_ 1.0 _/cm2 thick,
as a fur_-_ian of shield c._ickness.
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Fig. 5. Six types of U.S. manned spacecraft shown nearly to scale.

(Clockwise from top left) Mercury, Genini, Apollo, Space

Shuttle, Apollo-Soyuz, Sk_ylab.

Table 5. Crew Dose Pates from Early Mapped U.S. Spaceflights

Average

Duration Inclination Apogee-Perigee Average Dose dose rate

Flight {hrs/days) Cdeg) Ckm) (mrad) _mrad/day)

hrs 32.5

28.9

Gemini 4 97.3

Gemini 6 25.3

Apollo 7* 260.1

Apollo 8 147.0

Apollo 9 241.O

Apollo lO Ig2.0

Apollo II Ig4.0

Apollo 12 244.5

Apollo 13 142.g

Apollo 14 216,0

Apollo 15 295.0

Apollo 16 265.8

Apollo 17 301.8

Skylab 2** 28 days

Skylab 3 59 days

Skylab _ 90 days

Apollo-Soyuz

Test Project 9 days

296 - ]66

311 - 283

lunar orbital _light

lunar orbital flight

lunar fl !ght

50 aLt : _35

50 alt : 435

50 alt : 435

46 II

25 23

160 15

160 26

200 20

480 60

IBO 22

580 57

240 40

1140 127

300 24

510 _6

550 44
1596 57 : 3

3835 65 : 5

7740 86 : 9

50 alt = 220 I06 12

*Doses for the Apollo flights are skin TLD doses. The doses to the

blood-forming organs are approximately 40% lower than the values

measured at the body surface.

**Mean TLD dose-rates from crew dosimeters.

%Apollo data courtesy of J. V. Bailey /1977/.
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highest dose-rate recoried by any astronaut while in low Earth-orbit /Bailey

1977/. The average crew dose-rates reczrded on Apollo lunar missions ranged

from 22-127 mrad/day and that recorded on Apollo 14 {127 mrad/day) is still

the highest mission-average crew dose-rate recorded to date. The average

dose-rates inside the heavily shielded film vault drawers B (16-30 g/cm 2)

and F (30-50 g/cm 2) of Skylahs 2 and 3 were 39.5 and 33.4 mrad/day I res-

pectively.

2.4.2 STS measurements. The passive dosimeters which were used on the

Space Shuttle missions STS i-61_, which include the crew passive dosimeter

or CPD (which consists of the TLD module and the module containing a set of

PNTDs), as well as three pencil-type, electrometer-type dosimeters, having

ranges of 0-200 mrad, 0-i00 rad, and 0-600 tad, are shown in Fig. 6. The

plastic k>Dx at the _ottom left is :.hat of the area passive dosimeter (APD)

which was flow_ on the first several missions and which contained, in addi-

tion to the TLDs and PNTDs, some fission-foil-type, low-energy neutron dosi-

meters. The APD and the electrometers are fitted into the pouch shown at

the bottom right of the picture.

The TLD crew passive dosimeter data from the first twenty-four flights

of the Shuttle are showr, in Table 6. The doses and mission dose-rates ref-

lect for the most part the low-LET zomponents of the radiation. It is obser-

ved that the first eight flights of the Shuttle, which involved orbiters

Columbia and Challenger and which had similar orbits of 28.5 ° to 400 incli-

nation and nominal altitudes of 250-300 :_, all showed very modest mission

dose-rates of 5-7 mrad/day. With :he first flight of the Spacelab, Space-

lab-i (STS-41A), in an orbit having about :he same altitude but an inclina-

tion of 57 o , the dose-rate doubled to about 12 mrad/day. From these measure-

ments and those of Parnell et al., /!986/, we now :_now that, at most loca-

tions in the Shuttle or Spacelab, the bulk of the 5ose recorded on this type

of low-altitude, 57 o inclination flight is the result of GCR.

Parnell et al., /1986/, showed that on Spacelab-l, at a shielding depth

of % 8 gm/cm 2, only about 15% of the dose was attributable to the trapped

protons of the Sou_h Atlanuic _noma!y iSAA). This situation changed drama-

tically with the flight STS-41C, :he Solar Max repair mission which, although

at orbital inclination of 28.5 ¢ , was the first true higher altitude mission,

with a maximum of %528 km and recording a mission-average crew dose-rate

which was an order of magnitude greater than the nominal low-altitude

flights, namely, about 74 mrad/day. In this case i: is clear that the bulk

of the dose comes from the SAA, with the 3CR contributing something of the

order of 5-6 mrad/day. Starting with flight STS-4!G and continuing until

the most recent flight, STS-61C, the missions showed dose-rates of 11-22

740
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Fig. 6.

Top: STS Cre_ Passive Dosimeter

Bottom: Area Passive Dosimeter and three electro-

meter-type dosimeters with the pouch which

holds the instruments.
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mrad/day; however, most of these flights involved changes in altitude. By

looking at the average crew dose-rate after a mission, it is possible to

ascertain whether a higher-than-300 km altitude orbit was involved. For

example, mission 51J, the first flight of Atlantis, with orbital inclination

of 28.5 ° and a maximum altitude of 510 kin, recorded an average crew dose-

rate of 107.8 mrad/day, which is now the highest average crew dose-rate re-

corded by any crew while in low Earth-orbit. There is a steep dose-rate

gradient, increasing with altitude above _300 km. The dose does not change

as dramatically with inclination between 28.5 o and 570 , where the variation

is about a factor of 2. At the lowest altitudes (_250 km) the dose increa-

ses with inclination due to the increased cosmic ray flux at higher geomag-

netic latitudes. At the h/gher altitudes (400-500 kin) the dose would be

maximum near 350 inclination, since the spacecraft spends more time in the

peak region of the SAA. It should a/so he noted that in higher-inclination

orbits the LET spectrum is shifted towards the higher values.

The steep dose gradient with altitude and the changing energy spectrum

of trapped protons which are responsible for most of the dose (at altitudes

_500 km) was clearly observed in the data of Atwell et al., /1987a/. The

devices used were flown begiru%ing with mission STS-6 and continuing throu@h

STS-61C with six Passive Radiation Detectors (PRDs) deployed at specific

locations in the spacecraft. Each PRD, which weighs about 25 grams and con-

rains 32 TLD chips, is attached to the same specific location each time by

means of a Ve!cro strip. PRD Nos. I, 2 and 3 are located on the inside of

the outer periphery of the mid-deck, while PRD Nos. 4, 5 and 6 are located

on the inside of the outer periphery of the flight deck (see Fig. 7). The

shielding at these six locations differs significantly (see Fig. 8) /Atwe!l

and Beever, 1987b/. Location No. 1 is the most heavily shielded of the six,

while location No. 2 is the least shielded. The data for STS missions 6-24

are shown in Figs. 9 /Benton, 1986,/ and I0 /Atwell et al., 1987a/. For

missions 6 through 41B the dose-rate for the six locations is very similar,

as seen from the clustering of the data from the six detector locations (see

Fig. 9). The dose-rate points spread out considerably for the three high-

altitude missions, 41C, 51D and 51J. Here, in each case, location No. 2,

which is on the mid-deck on the left wall facing aft, consistently gives a

substantially higher dose-rate than position No. 1 which is also on the mid-

deck, just above the payload bay air-lock. The ratio of dose-rates between

position No. 2, as compared to location No. i, was as high as 2.2. In loca-

tion No. 2 was recorded the highest mission dose rate measured inside the

orbiter, %200 mrads/day, on STS-51J. The PRD data for only the 28.50 incli- %.4
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Fig. 7. Passive Radiation Detecter locatio_s on Space Shuttle.

Top: aft flight deck
Bottam: aft mid-deck

/Atwell et al., 1987a/
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nation flights was plotted as a function of orbital altitude and compared

with calculations for solar minimum and solar maximum (see Fig. I0) /Atwell

et el., 1987a/.

Measurements performed with the APDs on STS-i through 51C and giving

the mission dose-equivalent are shown in Table 7. Here, the TLDs used were

of the 700 type. The high LET portion of the LET spectrum was measured using

the six orthogonally-positioned stacks of CR-39 detectors. This was needed

in order to take account of the strong directionality of the plastic detec-

tors. The neutron measurements were made using 6LiF and 232Th foils posi-

tioned against CR-39 and mica detectors, respectively (as discussed later).

100 iiii T,0.............................................i._................

i I...................................................................
70 ................................................._iii!i_ _iii Ii..........

60 ...........................................

_. DL

so
40 .........................

w _0

1.0 10 100

THICKNESS (gm/eqcm - Aluminum)

Fig. 8. STS orbiter shield distributions for PRD locations

No. i, 2, and the airlock /Atwell and Beever, 1987b/.

The dose-equivalent for the high LET (_ 20 keV/um H20) particles as mea-

m/red by the CR-39 detectors was Obtained by integration of the integral LET

spectra wish the use of the appropriate quality factors as reco_ended by

the ICRU (see Note i). The low LET dose is obtained by taking the TLD data

and sub£racting from it the high LET absorbed dose as measured by plastic de-

tectors. Then the.total mission rem dose is obtained through the addition

of the low LET, the high LET, and the neutron contributions (see Table 7).

Because of some unusual behavior of the plastic track detectors experienced

during the early flights (prior to STS-41B), the reported high LET rem doses

may be somewhat (i0-20%) higher than actual. LET measurements are discus-

sed more completely in Section 5.0.
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Table 7. Space SI'_'...ie l:)os_-'/ S_m_w_c_,: /_emen_
_e Area Passive Dosin_*-ecs

5T$- I

Who]e-aoey Dose Equivaiencs (mrm)

$T5-2 5T$-3 51"5-4
LOW-LETo

Rate (/day)
Neutron

Thermal

Resonance

High Energy
Total

HIGH-LET"
Total Mission
Dose EquivaIenC
Mission Parameters

Storage Locker
Ouration (hrs)
Incli_tion (deg)
A1ti_de (_}

0.05
0.75

• 15
3.6 : 0.4

54
38

240

12.5 .* 1.8 52.5 ." 1.8 44.6 = i.I
5.2 : 0.8 6.5 = 0.2 6.3 ._ 0.Z

< 0.03 0.03 0.04
< 0.3 2.0 1.6

_-- 7.7 14
• 5 9.7 15.6

1.0 : 0.4 6.3 : 1.0 7.7 ± 2.9

• 19 68.5 67.9

57.5 194.5 159.1
38 40.3 Z8.5

240 280 297

5TS-5 515-6 5T5-7 STS-8
LOW-LET*

_te (/aay)
Neutron

Thermal
Resonance

High Energy
Total

HIGH-LET"*
Total Mission

Dose Equivalent
Mission Parameters

5borage Locker
Duration (hrs)

Inclination (deg)
Altitude (_)

27.8 ± 2.5 27.2 = 0-9 34.3 = 2.3 34.8 .-1.3
= E.8 : 0.4 5.8 : 0.25.5 : 0.5 ..5 s 0.2

0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
0.7 !.g 1.4 2.6

11 6.5 ....

11.7 8.4 1.4,,_ 2.5._-*
14.5:1.6 13.8 =1.8 11.7 ±i.8 19.2:3.5

54.0 49.5 47.9 _" 56.5 : 3.7 *_

MFI40 MF28_( HF'38K MAI6F

120 IZO 143 70 75
Z8.5 28.5 28.5 28.5

297 284 7.97 297 222

S15-9 STS-41B STS-41C 515-410

LOW-LET" lOl.l _* 3.1 43.5 : ;.3 403 : 12 42.0 = 2.8
RaCe (/day) !0.1 : 0.3 5.-= : 0.2 57.5 : 1.7 7.0 ± 0.5

Neutron

ThePmaI O. I 0.02 O.05 O.01
Resonance 2.2 O. 5 3. I l. 5
T°_ 1_"* 2.3 0.5 3.2 1.5

NIGH'L-eT'_" 76.3 : 9.2 13.6 = 1.5 98 : 3 Zl.3 " 1.3
Total Mission

Dose Equivalent -_ 179.7 = 9.7 57.7 : 2.3 504 : 12 54.8 : 3.1
Mission Parameters

Storage Locker MF28E MFZ80 MF2BO MFZBO
Ou_¢ion {hrs) 240 t91 168 142
Inclination (deg} 57 28.5 Z8.5 38.5
AItituc_e (Icm) 241 297 519 297

STS-41G STS-51A STS-51C

LOW-LET* 82.4 : 2.4 _._ : 4.9 35.4 : 2.0
Rate (/day) lO.O : 0.3 11.3 : 0.6 11.5 . 0.6

Neutron

Thermal 0.03 0.04 ...
Resonance l.l 0.9 ...
Total'_"_ 1.1 O.g

HIGH-LET*" 71.0 : 2.8 37.3 : 2.3 12.2"='2.I
Total Mission

Dose Equivalen:"* 154.5 : 3.7 133.0 : 5.3 47.6 : Z.9
Mission Parameters

Storage Locker MFZ80 _F280 MF_O
Ouratfon (hrs) 29/191148.5 192 73.6
Inclination (deg) 57.0 28.5 28.5
Altitude (Im} 3521274/224 _24 297-334

"Photons and elec:rons of any energies. Nigh L.rrat lower rifle(ency.
"_.ZE par*_tcles with LET >20 keVlum of .ater.

"** Does not include high-energy neutron dose.
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Fig. lo.

LOG DOSE (MRAD/DAY) vs ALT

CALCULATION FOR SOLAR MINIMUM PEAIOt

V

CALCULATION FOR SOLAR MAXIMUM PERIOD

200

e 4 7 $1C 511 B1G
61D

l i

160 180 200 220 240

2e,45 DEG. FLT ALTITUDE(NMI)

D MIN MEASURED DOSE V
MAX MEASURED DOSE

STS PRD dose mea_ements/c_lc_Llations /A_ll et al., 1987_/.

3.0 ACTIVE DETECTORS FOR DOSIMETRY

Active, real time detectors play an important role in radiation mea-

surements in that they allow the determination of temporal changes in the

radiation environment, provide information on dose and flux rates, and can

allow the separation of dose contributions from the different components,

i.e., GCR, trapped protons, electrons and bremsstrahlung, etc. Relatively

few active dosimetry-related measurements to date have been made in the

U.S. manned space program.

The Soviets have flown a number of active instruments in their manned

program, but very little information is available in the literature concer-

ning either instrumentation or results. They have, however, reported LET

spectra from Cosmos 782, 986, and 1129, from a particle spectrometer. These

results are discussed in Section 5.0.

3.1 Early Measurements on Gemini and Apollo

Beginning with the Gemini program, a variety of ion chamber dosimeters

and solid state detector "dosimeters" were developed and carried on the Gem-

ini and Apollo flights. The c.h_ers were generally of the tissue-equivalent
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ion chamber (TEIC) type, the principles and construction of which are des-

cribed by Janni /1976/. These detectors and some of the measurements have

been summarized /Janni, 1969b; Sc.hneider and Janni, 1969; Richmond, 1969/.

The data was often subject to telemetry and other limitations, sc synoptic

data on missions are not always available. Nevertheless, some pioneering

results are still very useful for comparison with more recent data. Their

usefulness is an indication of the paucity of recent measurements and also

the utility of TEIC measurements. For Gemini ZV (163 x 281 kin, 32.5°), mea-

|_Lrements were published for orbits outside the SAA, and peak dose rates in

the SAA /Schneider, 1969/'. Two TEICs were carried, mounted inside each

hatch, which had minimum shielding of >i g/cm 2 of aluminum over large solid

angles. One TEIC was demountable and w_s used to survey the effects of

equipment and self-shielding around the crew members' bodies /Schneider and

Janni, 1969/. At the highest geomagnetic latitudes, dose rates up to 0.18

_rads/s due to GCR were recorded, in the center of the SAA, dose rates up

to 35 urads/s were obtain4d, an indication of the thin shielding and the in-

fluence of the artificial electrons from the Starfish explosion three years

before.

The two TEICs on Gemini IV also indicated the directionality of the SAA

trapped particles by indicating doses that varied in opposite directions by

a factor of >2 while the spacecraft changed attitude. Table 8 lists major

features of the Gemini IV data compared with that from similar TEICs carried

on Skylab and Spacelab-l, to be discussed in the next t_ sections.

Gemini VI (259, 328 x 161 kin, 29 ° ) used the same ion chambers, one with

a 2.5 g/cm 2 brass shield. This one-day mission varied in altitude, with the

apogee out of the SAA. The shielded :hamber showed doses lower by a factor

of two, compared to the unshielded c_hamber in the SAA, with interesting

variations due to the directionality of the trapped flux.

The Apollo program carried a complement of dosimeters similar to Gem-

ini /Richmond, 1969/. Because of the short time the lunar missions spent

in the trapped belts, the majority of these doses were from cosmic rays (see

Section 2.4). However some of the Apollo flights passed near the maximum

trapped proton flux region. Apollo Vi TEICs recorded maximum doses of 103

_rads/s (3.6 rad/hr) and 720"_rads/s (2.6 rad/hr) for the "skin dose" and

"depth dose," with two ion chambers in the command module.

3.2 Skylab Results

Skylab (415 km, 500 ) carried a rather comprehensive set of passive de-

tectors available at the time and also active instruments /Janni, 1976/.

The passive detectors were TLDs (CaF 2, LiF), nuclear track emulsions, plas-
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kj Table 8. Dose Measurement from C_ IV, Skylab and Spacelab-1

Measured with Tissue-Equivalent Ion Chambers (TEICs)

Dose-rates in microrads/second

Max. CR% Av. CR Max. SAA

IV
(281x161 kn, 32.5 °) 0.18 0.047 35*

Spacelab-1

(250 kin, 570 ) 0.28 0.110 1.7

Skylab Zl
(415 km, 500 ) 0.55 0.055 23

*Note shielding of Gemini IV TEIC (4 1 gm/cm 2) , flown three years

after Starfish

_Uosmic rays

kJ

tic nuclear track detectors, activation foils, and quartz fiber electro-

scopes. The active detectors were TEICs and a small two-detector solid

state particle telescope to measure LET spectra. The instrumentation is

completely described in Janni /1976/. The TEIC chamber was designed accor-

ding to the Bragg-Gray principles (to provide accurate results in a mixed

radiation field) and constructed of approximately tissue-equivalent plastic

and filling gas. Results from the Skylab-2 mission TLD measurements and

some TEIC results are contained in Janni /1976/, including numerous passes

through the South Atlantic Anomaly. Dose rates up to 23 _rads/s were re-

corded in the center of the SAA. Outside the anomaly, dose rates averaged

about 0.055 _rads/s due to cosmic rays, which increased to %0.55 _rads/s at

the highest geomaqnetic latitudes. At the geomagnetic equator the dose rate

was as low as _0.014 urads/s. These values may be compared with the average

mission-dose measured by the TLDs of about 0.5 _rads/s (1.2 rads for the

28-day mission).

3.3 Coordinated Active and Passive Measurements, Results from SL-I and

SL-2

An example of the usefulness of even very simple active devices when

coordinated with passive detector arrays is the work by Parnell et al. on

SL-I and -2 /1986/. Two Active Radiation DetectOr (ARD) packages were flown

on SL-I, each containing an integrating TEiC (see Refs., Note No. 2) and

two xenon-filled proportional counters (see Refs., Note No. 3, and Figs. iI

and 12). These simple omnidirectional detectors were flown to measure tem-

poral variations of radiation dose and count-rate due to cosmic ray nuclei,

trapped protons and electrons, and bremsstrahlung X-rays from electrons.

The ion chambers had a sensitive gas volume of 180 cm 3. Preflight calibra-
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tions of the ion chambers were reproduced after the flight within 5 percent.

The proportional counters (PCs) had a sensitive volume of _60 cm 3 and coun-

ted each ionizing event with energy deposition greater than 5.9 keV in the

gas (about 85% of the charged particles and 2% of 100-keV photons). In the

laboratory the PC count rate was %i/s. One PC in each unit was surrounded

by a copper sleeve 1 g/cm 2 thick which would absorb 40% of 100-keV photons.

The ARDs were placed in the top and bottom of equipment rack No. 3 in the

SL-I module. Passive detector packages containing TLDs, PNTDs, neutron fis-

sion foils, activation samples, and nuclear track emulsions were placed be-

side each active detector and at other locations in the Spacelab .module.

The Spacelab-i mission flew for i0 days at %250 km altitude and 57 s

inclination. Twenty-nine passive and two active detector packages were used

at a variety of shielding locations in the module and tunnel, and one pas-

sive unit was on the pallet.

SPACELAB 1 RADIATION MEASUREMENT PACKAGES

PA_IVE RADIATION DETECTQRS (VFI t

FILM ._L I:¢
T'RACK EMU L_I_%'S

THE RMO LtlMINIESCENT 0(_IME'I'IE RS
HZE DETECTORS ICR-3IJ

NEUTRON FI_IqON FOIIJ
ACTIVATION MATERIALS

2 k_

U WATTS HEATER
I ANALOG MEASUREMENT

Fig. zz.

ACTIVE RADIATION DE'i_,,CTOnS (VFI)

_E EOUIVALENT
ION CHAMBER

PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS

COUNTER

2.7 kB
4,4 WATTS. 21 VD¢
DATA 3"18PS • 1 MBPS

2 ANALOG MEASUREMENTS

PA_IVE DOSIMh-T_RPACKE'T5 [IN5005]

HZE DETECTORS (CR.-_g)

THERMOLUMINESCENT DOS|ME'I_RS

/t*m /

THICK PLASTI(_ _;TACK$ _IN,_061

HZE DETECTORS [CR-311_

HZE DETECTORS |AI C_ )
TNERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETERS

Det_ package configurations for Experiment INS006 and

verification Flight in__-_-n._ent_tion (V_) on Spacelab-1

/Parnei1 et: al., 1986/.
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Theaverageion zhamber5oserateswere12.5± 0.3 and12.8± 0.7 mrads/
dayin the top andbottomof rackNo.3. TLDmeasurementsin adjacentPRD-M_
registered9.7 ± 0.3 mrad/dayand10.9± 0.3mrad/day,respectively. Thelot
chambersthusappearto measureabout20%highervaluesthanthe TLDs.Part
of this is dueto the TLDs'lowersensitivity to heavynuclei. Asdetermine6
fromthe ion chambersandproportionalcounters,about85%of the SL-Imodul6
dosecomesfromcosmicrays, andthe TLDsare less sensitiveto veryheavy
nuclei thansingly chargedparticles. Other contributions to the difference

may be systematic biases in calibration and biased environment sampling due

to data gaps, which existed for about 45% of the mission.

Fig. ]2. Active Radiation Detector (ARD) package flown on Spacelab-l,

containing an integrating tissue-equivalent ion chamber and

two xenon-filled proportional counters.
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Thetemporal information from the ion chambers and proportional coun-

ters allowed an assessment of the relative contributions of the cosmic rays

and trapped belt particles. Fig. 13 is a one-hour segment of data from one

ion chamber and the two PCs in the same unit. This shows variations in the

integrated ion chamber dose and PC rates due to cosmic rays (with the expec-

ted geomagnetic dependence as the spacecraft travelled from north to south);

th/s effect and the trapped particles in the SAA region and the south "horn"

of the electron belt are shown in Fig. 14. The small "bump" of electrons

in the middle are probably transiently trapped on those field lines. The

observation that the ion chamber dose rates in the south horn region are not

significantly different from rates at other high latitude portions of the

orbit (see Fig. 15) shows that the high PC rates there are due to bremsstrah-

lung photons produced by electrons stopping in the Sp_celab structure. In

Fig. 15, one can see the effect of the copper shield on one PC in absorbing

_40% of the photons. The high PC rates in the SAA are mostly due to the

trapped protons that produce the increase in ion chamber (IC) dose rate in .

that region. The similar proportional counter rates in the SAA and electron

horn regions are an artifact of the orbit and the sensitivity of the xenon-

filled PC to photons.

The segments of the ion chamber data indicating the SAA (see Figs. 14

and 15) by temporal behavior of the PC count rate comprise 0.13 of the aver-

age mission dose for the top ion chamber and 0.I0 for the one in the bottom

of rack No. 3. These fractions may be somewhat biased by data gaps, but

show clearly that the dose in the SL-I orbit is dominated by the cosmic rays,

as predicted by pre-flight calculations /Watts and wright, 1976/. Those cal-

culations also predict that trapped protons would dominate above %350-400 km

for similar locations in the Spacelab module.

Occasionally at large geomagnetic latitudes, sudden increases in pro-

portional counter rates occurred as shown in Fig. 16. Bremsstrahlung pho-

tons of %100 keV characteristic energy are indicated by the relative count

rates of the shielded and unshielded PCs and the lack of significant ion

chamber dose rate above that expected from cosmic rays. The intensity was

occasionally approximately twice that observed in the undisturbed south elec-

tron horn and episodes lasted from a few to _500 s. Seventeen significant

episodes occurred in five days of ARD data. These events resemble trapped

electron "precipitation" events previously observed /Imhof et ai.,:1979 and

1986/, These_brems6£rahlung ph0ton _ are 9enera_ed_ by electrons stopping in

the atmosphere and are probably seen from large distances.

The low fraction of dose due to trapped particles in the SL-I module

makes assessment of the trapped environment and its absorption by shielding
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somewhat uncertain. Analysis is also complicated by the short mission and

variation in attitude of the Shuttle bezause _he trapped particle angular

distribution is directional, with more particles arriving nearly perpendicu-

lar to magnetic field lines in a "pancake" distribution /Heckman and Nakano,

1963; Watts et al., 1987/. To aid in assessing the SAA and south electron

horn effects, contour maps of the radiation were assembled. The maps were

constructed by averaging data around geographical points (e.g., within 30),

and smoothing. Displayed in Fig. 17 ere the rates from two ICs and one of
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the PCs in the SAA region. That the two ICs are in different shieldinq situ

ations is obvious. Comparisons between the maps show high PC count-rates in

the south electron horn region, but the ICs have no significant dose accumu-

lation there. This is due to the relatively high sensitivity of the xenon-

filled PCs to bremsstrahlung photons as previously noted. The averaging pro.

cess reduced the maximum dose and count-rate contours displayed _20% below

the actual values.

The 29 passive packages all contained TLDs and plastic track detectors

and were designed to map the low and high LET dose in the Spacelab module.

Some passive packages carried fission foil detectors for neutrons, metal

samples for activation analysis and nuclear track emulsions to record the

entire LET spectrum. This array of passive packages at 29 locations wcuid

have been prohibitive to implement with aczive detectors and it provided spe-

cific information on radiation components of interest in a number of context_

including the determination of the biological dose-equivalent (neutrons, HZE

particles), and activation of sample materials.

The large number of passive detectors at different locations, the mea-

surement of the different environment constituents, and the temporal infor-

mation from the active detectors presented an extensive survey of the radi-

ation environment within SL-!. Cosmic rays produced most of _he dose at all

locations in the Spacelab module. 0nly at a few detector locations was the

dose significantly above that expected from the cosmic rays alone. This was

due to the large shielding depths (%14-66 _/cm 2 arithmetic average) of the

Spacelab-Orbiter structure, and the low altitude. Detectors that had low

shielding depths (< 1.5 g/cm 2) over significant solid angles (%8% of 4 pi st)

registered the largest doses in the module. For these detectors, the frac-

tion of the measured dose attributable to trapped particles was about one-

half the calculated values. This might indicate that the environmental

model flux is too high. However, the trapped flux is directional, which is

not in the model, and caution must be cbse_Jed in such comparisons.

The steep trapped electron and proton spectra cause small solid angles

about detectors subtended by light shielding (< 2 g/cm 2) to dominate the

trapped particle dose component. Thus a "dose-weighted shield," calculated

with the available trapped environment models, was found convenient to place

the measured doses in order with respect to shielding. For a massive space-

craft such as this, an accurate vector shield model is necessary before

accurate dose_ can be predicted. The directional characteristics of the

ambient radiation may also need to be used. These considerations become par-

ticularly i_portant at altitudes above 350-400 km where the trapped compo-

nent is dominant and the proton energy spectrum is softer.
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kj 3.4 Active Dosimetrv Instruments on Unmanned Soacecraft

Since Explorer I discovered the Van Allen Belts, a large number of

spacecraft have carried instruments of varied sophistication to directly

measure the flux, spectra, spatial distribution and temporal variations of

the trapped particles. Some products of these extensive data were the models

of the spatial distribution, energy spectra, and major temporal features of

the trapped protons and electrons. The most widely used models are those

maintained by the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) at NASA/GSFC.

The current models, APSMIN, AP8MAX /Sawyer and Vette, 1976/, and AE8MIN,

AESMAX /Vette and Chen, 1987/, have superseded earlier versions /vette, 1966;

Singley and Vette, 1972; Teague and Vette, 1974; Chan et al., 1976, 1977/.

The trapped radiation environment is discussed in Stassinopoulos /1987/.

Some unmanned missions have carried instrumentation specifically de-

signed for measurements of dosimetric quantities. Generally these unmanned

spacecraft and the instruments have considerably less shielding than the

manned missions, but in most cases the shielding is more accurately known.

The unmanned spacecraft have covered high altitude and polar orbits where

data is not available from manned missions (except Apollo transits).

The OV spacecraft series was contemporary with Gemini and early Apollo

flights. A variety of electronic radiation instruments were flown on some

OV spacecraft including particle telescopes, single silicon detectors in

spherical shielding, and TEICs on some flights. Considerable data from these

missions are described in an issue of Aerospace Medicine/Janni, 1969c; Thede

1969/. These missions performed significant surveys of the environment and

dose rates at altitudes between _425 and 5000 km and in polar orbits. They

investigated the temporal variations of the outer belt electrons and distur-

bances due to solar flares.

The OVl-2 (413 x 3078 km, 1440 ) carried three silicon solid state dosi-

meters and two TEICs under light shielding (up to 5 gm/om 2) and an X-ray de-

tector. Iso-dose and count-rate data were presented /Radke, 1969/ over the

complete B-L space covered by the orbit.

OVl-4 (886 x 1012 kln, 144.5 ° ) carried three lightly shielded (1.3-2.6

gm/cm 2) TEICs. Iso-dose contours in B-L coordinates and geographic maps were

presented. Dose rates of 80 rads/hr (2.2 x 104 _rads/s) from the TEICs were

seen at the center of the SAA at 956 km. The inner radiation belt was still

enhanced by electrons from the Starfish explosion, which had occurred about

four years before the data was taken. In these data the anisotropy of the

trapped radiation was noted in changes of dose-rate as the spacecraft rotated.
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The OVl-12 mission (309x428 km, 102 o ) carried three TEICs with shiel-

ding of 0.3, 0.8 and 2.7 g/cm 2. They gave peak rates of 2.7xi03, 1.39xi03

and'0.83x103 urads/s in the SAA and 1.6-9.7xi03, 0.07xlO 3, and a "trace" of

Hrads/s in the cusps of the outer belt. These data clearly showed the large

temporal variability of the electron flux in the outer belt.

OVI9 (470x5,677 km, 104.7 ° ) carried a variety of active detectors in-

cluding LET spectrometers and three TEICs under 0.3, 5.0 and 12.0 g/cm 2

shields /Cervini, 1971/. Data was reported from orbits during "quiet" times

and following solar flares. The thinly shielded chamber gave rates from 2.8

xlO 2 urads/s at low altitudes to saturation of 1.7x105 _rads/s below the

maximum altitude. Following solar flares at the higher altitudes, the most

heavily shielded chamber gave rates up to 3.3xi03 _rads/s.

Much of the OV radiation data was compared to environment models by

Fhede /1969/ and Vette /1966/. Although there was influence from the Star-

fish electrons in the inner belt, these comparisons did provide valuable in-

formation on the status of the proton models.

More recently, the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP-F7) has

zarried silicon detector "dosimeters" on a nearly polar orbit at 840 km

ZMullen et al., 1987/. The four small silicon detectors are covered with

]emispherical aluminum shields of 0.55, 1.55, 3.05, and 5.91 g/cm 2. The ener-

gy deposition thresholds on the detectors are set so that rather good separa-

:ion between electrons and protons is achieved. The data is also binned so

:hat energy depositions due to heavy cosmic ray nuclei, and evaporation or

"ecoil nuclei from nuclear interactions in the the detector, fall in a bin

:alled VH LET or "star events." These events are of interest in predicting

soft faults" in microcircuits and are caused by densely ionizing particles

hat would have a high relative biological efficiency (RBE).

The analyzed proton and electron spectral data (from 1984) was compared

o calculations using the latest electron and proton models from the NSSDC.

'he proton data agreed with the calculations rather well and the electron re-

ults were a factor of %2 low compared to the models. The DMSP data displayed

he temporal fluctuations of the outer zone electrons and the geographic dis-

ribution of the SAA protons and outer zone electron "cusps" at 840 km. A

lobal "star" count map clearly showed the importance of the SAA protons in

roducing high LET events through recoil or interaction, and showed the geo-

raphic distribution of such events due to cosmic rays.

The above short description of some results from active dosimeters on

nmanned spacecraft indicates the value of such data which covers much of the

igh altitude, high inclination regime not yet available from manned missions.
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k_J 4.0 HZE PARTI_.E INTEGRAL FLUX -- APOLLO AND SKYLAB

Over =he past two decades, the research group az the University of San

Francisco has been involved with measurement of high-LET particle radiation

inside manned spacecraft. This Work began with the observation of t.racks of

a few heavily ionizing panicles in plastic nuclear _rack detectors flown

aboard Gemini IV and Gemini VT in 1966 /Benton and Collver, 1967/. It became

apparent from this work that a stack of a few layers of plastic films is a

simple and direct means of measuring the integrated flux of heavy particles

inside sDacec, ra *-... Plastic films are well-suited for such measurements; they

are lightweight, rugged, and capable of recording and storing particle tracks

over long periods of time with no loss of sensitivity and little latent t.rack

fading. Their inability to record lightly ionizing particles (i.e., elec-

trons and protons with LET, <6 keV/_m H20) pc!tits registration of the rela-

tively small number of heavy cosmic-ray nuclei in a high particle-radiation

background situation such as exists in space"

By the _art of the Apollo program, the field of dielectric nuclear par-

ticle track detectors was sufficiently developed that the first serious eff-

ort in the measurement of high-,.ZT corm/c-ray particles could be carried out

on Apollo missions. This was done on Apollo missions 8-17. Plastic nuclear

track detectors recorded heavy particle radiation incident on astronauts

/Benton et al., 1975a/ and several biological experiments /Benton et al.,

1974/. The p_ic!e registration t.hreshold for cellulose nitrate a_d Lexan

detectors is approximately 80 and 225 keV/um H20.

A detailed summary of results is presented in Table 9 /Benton et al.,

1975a/. Dosimeters located on the astronaut's ankle consistently recorded

a particle flux higher than those recorded by chest and t.high dosimeters.

This is explained as due to less shielding of particles by the asv_ronaut's

body at the ankle region compared with the --high and chest regions. An in-

crease in p_ic!e flux was observed which correlates approximately with

solar activity. The anti-correlation of _he galactic cosmic ray flux below

%5 GeV with solar activity is a well-recorded phenomenon, and the mec.hanism

of solar modulation is sui!l an active field of study /Marenny, 1987/. The

high-T=T partic!e flux in the la_ column shows ".hat the flux on the Apollo

17 mission was %2.4 times that on the Apollo 8 mission.

Of this series, Apollo 17 was the most heavily monitored mission. Zn

addition to personnel passive dosimeters, four biologically related experi-

ments were inst_Amented to contain plastic nuclear _rack detectors. The four

experiments included the HZE Dosimeter /Henke and Benton, 1974/, the Bio-

stack /B_cker, 1975/, the ALc:'MED /Osborne and Pinsky, 1975/, and the Bio-

core /Haymaker et al., 1975/. Table 10 /Benton et al., 1975h/ su_mu_rizes
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the data from these experlments. The influence of shielding is observed,

with the lightly shielded HZE dosimeter recording nearly four times the flux

recorded by Biocore detectors. Even for the heavily shielded Biocore, there

is a significant flux of high-LET particles. This underscores the point that

complete shielding from the galactic cosmic rays is not practical due to

spacecraft weight limitations.

The radiation environment of the Skylab missions differed significantly

from that of the Apollo lunar missions. Being a near-Earth orbital mission,

the Skylab was shielded both by the physical presence of the Earth and by the

geomagnetic field. Measurements of high-LET particles incident on Skylab

personnel, film vault /Benton et al., 1977/ and command module /Peterson and

Benton, 1975/ were made using thin plastic films which for the first time in-

cluded a more sensitive detector (LET _ 80 keV/um H20), cellulose nitrate, as

well as Lexan. In the command module, five plastic nuclear track dosimeters

were distributed around the interior. The results of these measurements are

shown in Table ii for the nine astronauts, the two drawers (B and F) in the

film vault, and the five positions inside the command module.

Table 1 I. Skylab: HZE Particle Exposure

Mission

(duration) Aslronaut (l)

P)anar fluence Planar flux

Obser',ed "-_/("pamcies ') (cm?. _ay ._.sr.particles i

part,des ")
_ ¢2_ (3) (2) _33

SL2 C, Conrad _5-10
J. Kerwin

(_.28days) p. Weir/

A. Bean _ 5-t0
SL3

O Garriott
1595 days) J. Lousma

J. Cart _ 5- [0
Sk4 E Gibson

(84 da)s) W Payne

Film vault Drawers

SLI-2 _ B _ 16.-30

SLI-3 b B

St I-2 _ F _ 30-50

SLI-3 h F

Command

module Detector

I -3-14

2 - 1-24
SL2 3 -3-20

_28 days) Z - 3-22

5 - 1-20

._5 54 15 19 0.5

z5 65 5.4 2..3 0.2

41 52 5.4 1.9 0.2

126 181 710 3.04 0.12

I..t.3 145 181 2.-b.l 030

130 165 20 3 2.77 0.34

:l I 274 .'96 3.26 0.35

206 315 11.2 3.75 0.13

133 255 "60 3.04 0 31

19 27 2.9 0.70 0.075

$2 _9 11 0.59 0079

13 14 1.4 0.36 0036

31 42 4,0 0.31 0030

5g.2 93.8 11.5 3.35 041

35.1 2"5 4.3 098 015

26.1 21.1 2.6 0.75 0.093

534 85.9 8.7 3.07 0.31

52.8 370 8.6 1.32 031

'Estimated shielding (g era- : AI).

:LETj,o _> 80 keV_m-L CN" fie. LEThe > 105 keY#re" tissue-').

)LET, so _ 170keV_ am-_CN-)0.e- LEThe > 2"SkeVum" nssue").

J39-day exposure.

_13-1 5-day exposure.
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kj The average planar flux incident on Skylab astronauts is 2.0, 2.8 and

3.4 particles cm -2 day -I, respectively, for the SL2, SL3 and SL4 missions.

The flux increase anti-correlates well with solar activity and may also be

due in part to a decrease in spacecraft shielding as expendables such as

water, food and propellant were used up. The heavily shielded film vault

drawers received a much lower flux of high-LET particles. Detectors in film

drawer F (%50g cm -2) recorded flux up to an order of magnitude lower than

that recorded for the astronauts.

kJ

5.0 LET SPECTRA

The LET spectral information is needed in determining the appropriate

quality factors for the radiations present /Heinrich, 1977; Curtis and Ben-

ton, 1980/. To date, a few measurements of integral LET spectra have been

made during actual space" flights or in orbiting satellites. The earliest

measurements of LET spectra were made by the Soviets on Soyuz and Salyut

flights using nuclear emulsions /Benton et al., 1974; Benton, 1983/. More

recent measurements of LET spectra on Cosmos 782, 936 and 1129 involving the

use of electronic spectrometers, emulsions and plastic track detectors /Ako-

pova et al., 1985/, are shown for comparison purposes in Fig. 18. Integral

LET spectra as a function of LETm in water is shown for the four Soviet ex-

periments and several spectra measured by this laboratory on various U.S.

manned space flights. Soviet spectra labeled Nos. 2 and 3 (cosmos 782 and

936 respectively) were obtained using electronic spectrometers, spectra No.l

(Cosmos 1129) using special nuclear emulsions, while spectra No. 4 measure-

ments were made on Cosmos 936 using P._fDs. The emulsions used wera of a spe-

cial type which have a controlled registration threshold in six discrete

steps and operate in a range of I-i000 keV/_m. The emulsions record protons

up to %50 MeV. The most recenW spectra are those of Cosmos 1129, with the

average shielding reported to be %20 g/cm 2. The LET spectra measured on Cos-

mos 936 using electronic detectors (Curve 3) and plastic track detectors

(Curve 4) are in reasonably good agreement with each other /Akopova et al.,

1985/. Shielding of electronic detectors on Cosmos 782 (Curve 2) was only

about 1 g/cm 2. This lower shielding on cosmos 782 as opposed to cosmos 1129

results in a substantial contribution to absorbed dose from the trapped pro-

tons of the SAA.

The more recent LET spectra measurements (Fig. 18) include those from

three selected flights of the Space Shuttle including mission 51F (320-kin

flights of Spacelab-2 in a 49.5 ° inclination), a high-altitude mission of

51J (500 km at 28.50 ) and the most recent flight of Columbia (STS-61C, 324

km, 28.50). These three missions are fairly representative of the different
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Fig. 18. Integral LET flux spectra showing number of particles
as a function of LET= in water for various U.S. ard

Soviet flights.
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STS mission types flown during the first 24 flights and the corresponding

LET spectra are shown as curves labelled A, B and C in Fig. 18. All three

spectra represent the average obtained from the five CPDs for each flight.

Here, Curve A for STS-51F differs from a similar figure published previous1)

/Benton, 1986b/ in that the previously-published spectra represented mea-

lurements obtained from a stack of detectors located on the pallet of 5TS-

51F (Spacelab-2). The pallet location had considerably less shielding, re-

sulting in a much flatter spectrum at the higher IZTs (>_ i00 keV/_m). Presu-

mably this is the result of lower energy (predominantly Fe nuclei) particles

which get shielded out at the crew locations.

Curve C, mission STS-61C (324 km, 28.50 ), represents the most typical

low-altitude, low-inclination, 28.50 mission. This can be compared with

Curve B, that of mission STS-51J, at the same inclination but a considerably

higher altitude. Spectra B and C are similar in slope, with spectra B being

considerably higher in the lower LET portion of the spectrum since most of

the tracks here come from the trapped protons. On the other hand, Spectra A

from STS-51F (Spacelab-2, -< 324 kin, 49.5 °) extends to greater LETs and is

dominated by the contribution from GCR.

Measurements and/or calculations of LET spectra have also been performec

by Heinrich /1977/, Letaw and Adams /1986/ and Adams etal. /1986/. Lataw

/1986/ has calculated LET spectra for Skylab (Fig. 19). Here, CN and Lexan

detector data include data from the crew, the command module, the two film

drawers, and the calculations of Letaw and Adams /1986/. The calculated val-

ues were found to be consistently high by a factor of about two over the mea-

sured values. This disagreement also is present for their Apollo and the

ASTP calcalations, work is now in progress aimed at reconciling measure-

ments and calculations. In Fig. 20 is shown a comparison of LET spectra

measured on STS-41G (352 _, 570 ) by Adams /1986/ and Benton /1985a/, imde-

pendently, using CR-39. Both sets of detectors were exposed in separate GAS

canisters located in the cargo bay of the Shuttle under similar shielding

conditions. Both sets of measurements as well as the calculations of Adams

appear to be in a reasonably good agreement with each other, even though the

calculations did not include heavy ion fragmentation. Since the amount of

shielding was low (_ 2.0 g/cm 2) , the fragmentation effect could be neglected.

6.0 NEUTRONS INSIDE SPACECRAFT

NeutrOns inside spacecraft are normally produced from interactions of

GCR and trapped protons with uhe spacecraft material. Also there are some

albedo neutrons from the atmosphere. The atmospheric a!bedo neutrons from

cosmic ray interactions are the major source of inner belt protons and their
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flux and specu.-mm have been ._alcu!a_ed /Arms-_rong, 1973/ and also measured

an energies above 2 HeV /Bhat-., 1976; Lockwood, 1976/. _redic-.ions dealing

with neut.-on levels inside spacec--af_, taking the three sources into ac=ount

as well as the transport t.hrough _he shielding, are not c'urr-enuly available.

However, a few measurements have been made (see Tables !2, 13 and 14)/Fr_ank

and Benton, 1987/.

U
W

Shylab LET S_: 1973 .May 14 -- 1974 February 8

k

%

Dm_ l

== Astronauts I
A = Command Modu/e

o= Fikn Drawer B
• = Film Drawer F

_T.. (_vl(:/=n9O0

Fig. 19. Caic_.lated and measured _ spec_-a for the Sky lab mis-

sion. Measurements _ _ne _nauts' dosimetars and

oUher p_sitions within _ space_'af _- are shown. All cal-

ca/at.ions have been reduced by a fac--u_ of 2 t_ account

for heavy shi_ _i_ _ detect-ors/Le_mwand _dams,
1986/: B_ntcm eta!., 1977/.

The high neutron capture c.-oss-sec-ion of 6Li for _he:-ma! and resonant

neutrons provides a means of detec-.ion through the reac'.ion of 6L/(n,T)_He.

The alpha particle fluences amitted from the surfaces of 6Li TLDs are recor-

ded with the CR-39 plas=ic track recorder. The u.he_--aa! neutron response is

separated from _.hat of resonance neutrons by using Gd foil of 0.0025-cm

thickness which shields a set of deist:ors. The difference between _.he
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kj shielded and unshielded detectors is therefore a measure of :he thermal neu-

uron fluence, while _he shielded detectors measure the resonance fluence.

The thickness of the 6Li TLDs was 4.5 mg/cm 2 yielding a sensitivity of

0.0049 tracks/thermal neutron. The sansi:ivity for resonance neutrons (0.2

eV-1 MeV), where a 1/E n spectrum is assumed, has been calculated to be 2.56

x i0 "W tracks/neutron. The thorium/m/ca detectors (when used) yielded a

rough estimate of the high energy neutrons (> 1 MeV). The Th/mica recorded

track densities contain both proton-induced and neutron-induced components

{see Tables 12, 13, 14).
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Table 12. Neutron Passive Detector Characteristics

Detector Type Neutron Energy Range Proton Energy Range

6LiF/CR-Sg 0--I MeV --

Gd/6LiF/CR.39/Gd 0.2 eV--1MeV --

23eU/mica l.O MeV >15 MeV

232Th/mica 1.2 MeV >20 MeV

20aBi/mica >50.0 MeV >50 MeV

iBITa/mica >1000.0 MeV >1000 MeV

Detector Type Sensitivity Background

6LiF/CR-3g (2.04 x 102 thermal neutrons/track _ 150 cm -_

Gd/6Lif/CR-39/Gd _. 3.90 × 103 resonance neutrons/track _ 100 cm -I

23BU/mica 6.70 x 10 _ neutrons/track* _ 0.5 cm ":

2S2Th/mica 1.38 x IO s neutrons/track" _ 0.5 _m "I

2oeBi/mica 1.44 x 106 neutrons/track* _ 0.5 cm "l

IeITa/mic a _ I0 e neutrons/track* _ 0.5 cm "i

*Based on the neutron spectrum from Merker (Health Physics 2__5,524-527, 1973).

(for neutrons _ I MeV).

Neutron Enerqy Range QF mr_.__em-cmz/neutr°n

<0.2 eV 2.0 1.02 x 10 .6

0.2 eV--I MeV 6.4 4.92 x 10 -5

>I MeV lO.O 5.95 x I0 "s

V

Neutron spectra have never been measured on spacecraft in orbit, while

proton spectra are known only approximately for these flights. Therefore

this method of measuring high-energy neutrons requires an assumption of a

spectral shape in relative neutron-to-proton fluences based upon past space

flight measurements and calculations of neutron production in the atmosphere.

The fluence-to-dose conversion factors for thermal and resonant neutrons

were from the NCRP /1971/; quality factors for thermal, epithermal and high-

energy neutrons used were 2, 6.4, and i0 respectively. The accuracy of the

thermal and epithermal neutron data is thought to be reasonable; however,

the high energy neutron contribution which is bound to be of the most signi-

ficance is fairly uncertain since the shape of the neutron energy spectra

is not known.

7.0 STOPPING PARTICLES, SPALLATION PRODUCTS AND HIGH-LET RECOILS

A concern has existed for some time that short range, difficult to de-

tect and measure, high LET tracks produced in tissue due to stopping pro-

tons, spallation products and proton-induced, high-LET recoils may have sig-
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Table 13.
Neutron Measurements on Selected Space .Missions

[nervy Range and -'luxMeasurements !cm-_d-I

< ] MeV

Skylab 3.5 x I0_

O.02--2 eV

Apollo 11 • 1.2 x 10@

Apollo 12 1.7 x !0-_

Apollo 13 2,0 x 105

< 0.3 eV 0.3 eV--I MeV

Cosmos 936 2.0 x 104 6.6 x I0_

Cosmos 1129 2.7 x I0_ 7.5 x 10t

< 0.2 eV 0.2 eV--1 MeV

STS-] < 2.2 x I0_ < 6.8 x I0_

STS-2 < 7.8 x 103 < 2.7 x 1.0_

STS-3 4.1 x 103 4.6 x !O_

STS-4 6.! x I0_ 4.7 x I0_

STS-5 6.2 x 103 3.0 x I0"

STS-6 6.0 x lO3 7.6 x 10_

STS-7 2.7 x 103 _.7 x I0_

STS-8 3.5 x 103 8._ x !0_

STS-9 8.8 x 103 4._ x I0_

STS-41B 2.4 x 103 _.4 x I0_

STS-41C 6.4 x 103 9.1 x I0_

STS-41D 1.0 x 103 5.! x 10_

STS-41G 3.9 x 103 2,S x 10_

STS-51A 5.0 x 103 2.4 x I0_

! MeV

3.5 x 105

2 eV--2 keV

< 4.0 x I0_

2.0 x i0_

• I MeV

1.1 x 10_

I.I × I0s

• 1 MeV

< 1.6 x _0_

1.5 x 10"

3.,_x i0_

3.6 x I0_

2,2 x I0_

nificant radiobiologica! consequences. At least one biological phenomenon,

that of light flashes observed by space crews, appears to be fluence depen-

dent. The largest frequency of these events is observed during the passage

through the SAA /Garriott, 1984; Savinykh, 1986/, as predicted by one of us

/Benton and Henke, 1971/. Benton et al. /1972/ on Biosatellite III measured

the high energy tail of the total recoil track distribution using plastic

track detectors. Schaefer /1971, 1977, 1978/ using nuclear emulsions, mea-

sured the so-called "star" dose during the Apollo program. Space-based mea-

surements of this component are difficult in that the measurement involves

a track length distribution which ranges from the sub-micron region to a
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Table 14. Sunmaz_ of Neutron Dose-Rate Data

Neutro. Dose Rates _mrem/dav)

R1i on.___._t Therma I Resonance High Energy

Cosmos 938 0.02 0.32 6.B

Cosmos 1129 0.03 0.40 6.8

$T$-I < 0.02 • 0.32 ---

STS-2 < 0.01 < 0.13 1.0

STS-3 0.00a 0.25 1.0

ST5-4 O. 006 0.23 2.0

$T$-5 0.006 0.'.,4 2.2

STS-6 0.006 0.3B 1.2

STS-7 0. 003 0.23 ---

STS-8 0. 002 0.43 ---

$T$-9 0.01 0.22 ---

STS-41B O. 003 0.06 ---

STS-41C 0. 007 O.._4 ---

STS-41D O. 002 0.25 ---

STS-41G 0.004 0.13 ---

STS-51A 0.005 0.1! ---

maxinlum of a few tens of microns while the detector mav be in near satura-

tion due to primary particles.

The dose and dose-equivalent fraction of this component is significant

for lunar missions (see Table 15} /Schaefer, 1971/ and it is also expected

to be of importance for a space station type of orbit. The Biosatellite III

>I0 _m) _ 103 cm_3d -1 This
measurements yielded track density, p R (Z >2, L O

number is expected to increase considerably once the shorter tracks are

taken into consideration.

Since the methods of measuring the charge and energy of all short-range

interaction products and recoil particles have limitations, evaluation of

the dose due to this component will depend more heavily on calculations.

Calculations have been made of the absorbed dose and dose-equivalent for

the secondary components from free space cosmic protons and for an SAA pro-

ton spectrum behind 20 g/cm 2 of aluminum /Armstrong, 1972; Santoro, 1972/.

The dose contribution from secondary heavy nuclei, protons, pions, leptons

and photons were individually calculated for depths up to 15 cm in tissue.

In the case of the GCR protons, after %2 cm depth, the dose-equivalents due
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Table 15. Ccmpone_nts of Mission Dose on First

Landing Mission, Apollo XI

Absorbed Dose, Dose Equivalent

Component millirad millirem

Protons 150 220

Stars 15 94

Fast neutrons _i %12

Heavy nuclei 5 46

Electrons and gamma rays _30 %30

Total 201 402

/Schaefer, 1971/

to the secondary protons and secondary heavy nuclei both exceeded that due

to the primary ionization of incident protons (_4 rem/yr from the secondary

heavy nuclei). On the other hand, for the trapped protons, the heavy nuclei

and secondary protons both contributed a dose-equivalent of _i0% or more of

the primary ionization. These results depended heavily i) on the QFs used

_a single Q = 20 for the heavy secondaries) and 2) on the intranuciear cas-

cade model used to obtain the distribution of the heavy target fragments/Ber-

tini, 1969; M_CC7/. More recent experimental work using heavy energetic par-

ticle beams from accelerators has improved the knowledge of the distribution

of the mass and energy of the heavy target fragments. Relativistic beams of

carbon and oxygen were fragmented on a series of targets ranging from hydro-

gen through lead /Heckman, 1975; Greiner, 1975, Lindstrom, 1975/. The momen-

tum distribution of the multiply-charged projectile fragments were found to

be related to the Fermi motion of the fragments. The average fragment energy

as a function of the fragment mass was reasonably well represented by calcu-

lational models /Bertini, 1972/. However, the fragment production cross-

sections were significantly different from those of the Bertini models, as

shown in Table 16. As a result there is a large difference in the energy

transfer cross sections (also displayed in the table). Greater differences

will appear in the dose-equivalent because of the high QFs at high LET values

as shown in Fig. 21 /wilson, 1977, 1987/. The integral LET spectra are for

single nuclear collisions of 2 GeV protons in water. Contributions from

alpha particles derived from the Bertini model are included. Although the

total event energy deposited differs by a factor of _35%, the highest LET
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Table 16.* Comparison of Fragmentation Cross Sections (MIKN) and

Fragment Energy Transfer Cross Sections (MeV-M_) of

Bertini with experiments /Greiner et al., 1975/.

AF OBERTINI _GREINER E°BERTINI EgGREINER

16 4.69 .02 5.04 .0006

15 103.4 61.5 60.6 56.9

14 40.0 35.4 48.8 51.7

13 18.5 22.8 37.6 48.3

12 32.2 34.1 85.8 68.2

ii 8.2 26.4 37.9 99.1

i0 ii.0 12.7 52.8 62.0

9 1.2 5.2 6.5 25.7

8 .56 1.23 2.5 7.1

7 i. 06 27.9 6. ii 153.4

6 5.46 13.9 31.4 73.4

Total: 226.3 241.2 375.1 645.8

*Average integral energy transfer cross sections as a function of

the LETs of heavy target products for a 2 GeV proton incident on

water /Wilson, 1987/.

Fig. 21.

10

2-5 I 5-10 I 10-20 ? :QF

_Greiner et aL

Bedlni -_\ \_

'\\
I \ \ I

lo4

Calculations from the Bertini model and derived from

Greiner et al., 1975, are shown along with approximate

quality factors for various LET regions /Wilson, 1987/.

%..
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components differ by a factor of three. Clearly, the assessment of risk

from these components needs further work in measurement, calculation, and

radiobiological studies.

8.0 INDUCED RADIOACTIVITY IN SPACECRAFT

Many materials, after exposure to high-energy space radiation, can be-

come slightly radioactive. For gamma ray astronomers, this induced activity

is of great concern since it makes a large and variable contribution to a

gamma ray detector's background. This issue is of considerable interest for

the Space Station since this will be a large spacecraft containing many types

of materials and alloys, will spend many years in orbit, and will be bombar-

ded by high fluxes of trapped protons (E > 30 MeV) as well as GCR, and high

energy secondary neutrons (from the Earth's atmosphere or the spacecraft

itself). Fishman /1974/ analyzed samples of various metals carried on Sky-

lab 4 (400 km, 50 °, 84 d) at four locations with different shielding. The

gamma ray activity from these samples was counted with high resolution ger-

manium spectrometers after return to Earth. Counting began one week after

sample return, and data was accumulated for _i06 s per sample. This method

is not sensitive to very short half-life nuclides or those emitting short-

range radiations (Ss) but covers activity that significantly builds up in

the spacecraft and deposits energy in the form of gamma rays in the crew

areas. The data from the Skylab 4 samples, corrected to activity in orbit,

and extrapolated to a very long exposure time (saturated activity) are shown

in Table 17.

Following the re-entry of Skylab, some of the debris was found in Aus-

tralia, returned to the U.S., and analyzed by Fis_hman and Meegan /1980/ (see

Table 17). It should he noted that Skylab spent several months in low orbit

below the SAA before re-entry so the shorter half-life nuclides in these re-

sults reflect the GCR and Earth albedo exposure only.

On the Apollo 17 mission and also on ASTP, Dyer et al. /1975/ and Trom-

bka /19--/ flew NaI(TI) scintillation crystals and made induced activity

measdrements with them immediately after return. The measurements indicated

specific activation in ratio with the cosmic ray exposures of the two crys-

tals and clearly showed activatLon lines due to neutrons.

Neutron measurements based on gamma ray line identification of specific

nuclides with high neutron capture cross-sections have been made on a few

occasions /Fishman, 1974; Keith, 1987/. They generally require long expO-

sures to yield statistically significant results and the high energy mea-

surements require complex corrections for proton interactions as do other

passive techniques /Benton, 1985b/.
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Table 17

Specific Activities of Skylab-4 Activation*

Material- Specific Activity (Saturated)

Interaction Isotope Half-Life 1 2 3 4

181Ta + n 182Ta 115 d 17 7.9 5 3.9

58Ni + n 58Co 71 d 4.5 4.2 4.0 3.9

58Ni + p $6Co 77 d 2 2.2 3.1 4

_8Ti + p _Sv 16 d 0.8 1.8 1.5 3.7

*Activity is in disintegrations/kilogram-second

Location i: in film vault

Location 2: adjacent to water tank

Location 3: on workshop wall, forward

Location 4: on workshop wall, aft

These were in descending order of shielding

Statistical errors varied from 15% to 60%

17b). Specific Activity in SkylabDehris Samples**

Material Isotope

Specific Activity

T½ (at re-entry)

A1 22Na 2.6 yr i.i

SS 58Co 71 d 0.8

SS 5UMn 303 d 3.0

SS 56Co 77 d 1.5

**Activity was extrapolated to re-entry time and was in dis/kg-s°

/Fishman and Meegan, 1980/.

It is noted that the saturated activities from the Skylab data vary

over the range _i-20 dis/kg-s. These are in the range of, or lower than, in

some common minerals, or even _0K activity in the human body. If the ave-

rage saturated activity were as high as !0 dis/kg-s, the total activity in

a 5 x 105 kg spacecraft would be about 150 micro-Curies, spread over a few

tens of meters. An assessment of the activity and resulting contribution

to dose of a spacecraft with a correct materials list and distribution would

be useful, but has not been done.
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9.0 COM-_ARISON OF DOSE MEASUREMENTS WITH_AL_ULATIONS

The development of methods for the accurate prediction of dose and par-

ticle flux have been long-term goals in the field of space radiation protec-

tion. Over the past two decades, a large effort has gone into the develop-

ment of these methods and techniques and in applying them to many spacecraft

and missions. In addition to predictions for manned flights, much of this

work was motivated by a concern about radiation effects on electronic cir-

cuits, computers, solar cells, photographic material, and other radiation-

sensitive components and experiments. Here, we refer only to a few selected

examples and briefly discuss some of the major features and limitations of

the calculations reported in the literature. The state of the art in perfor-

ming such calculations was previously described by Langley /1970/. Even ear-

lier calculation methods were described and compared with space-flight mea-

surements for some of the Gemini, Apollo and OVI-XX flights /Case, 1969;

Janni, 1969b/. The trapped proton and electron spectra as a fumction of

Mc!lwain parameters (B, L) were assembled by several groups (Vette, Thede,

Reagan). Sector (vector) shielding of the Gemini and Apollo spacecraft was

developed from engineering drawings and by measurements using gamma ray sour-

ces. Methods were developed by which protons, electrons and bremsstrahlung

photons were transported through the sector shielding and doses calculated

at interior points. Initial comparisons on Gemini and the OV spacecraft

showed that the trapped enviror_nental models needed improvement, since pre-

dicted and measured doses differed by a factor of three or more for some of

the models and orbit locations /Schneider, 1969; Radke, 1969; Janni, 1969b/.

However, as the models were improved with new data, the differences were

reduced.

By the time of the Skylab missions, the environmental models had been

revised and the methods of particle transport had been improved, e.g., Watts

and Burrell /1971/, w_ight and Burrel! /1972/, and Hill /1973/. Good agree-

ment was found between calculated doses and measured doses at five locations

in the command module on Skylab 2, with calculated values only 10% to 40%

above the measured values /Janni, 1976/. Other comparisons within the Sky-

lab Workshop were also within that range /Hill, 1976/. Dose measurements

using TLDs and comparisons with calculations were also made in the Shuttle

crew area /Atwell et al., 1987/ and in the Spaceiab module /Parnell et al.,

1986/. The measurements were within About a factor of two or better of the

calculated values with the calculated doses being generally higher than the

measurement values.

Methods used to transport protons, electrons and their bremsstrahlung

photons, and GCR nuclei through the shielding of the Shuttle plus Spacelab-i
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have been previously described / Butte!l, 1964; Watts and Burrell, 1971;

wright and Burrell, 1972/. The pro:on transport code uses an approximation

to account for interaction losses and energy deposited;_y secondaries, and

this causes an overestimate of the actual absorbed dose. Calculated doses

• from this me_hod were compared to those from a Monte carlo calculation that

included all interactions and secondaries /Alsmiller et al., 1972/. For

trapped proton spectra, the Monte zarlo calculation gives absorbed doses

10-15% smaller and dose-e._uivalents less than. 5% smaller than the approxi-

mation method. The transport method for electrons and bremsstrahlung pho-

tons /Watts and Burrell, 1971/ gives doses within a few percent of the more

complex methods such as ETRA_.

The method used to transport cosmic ray nuclei also contains approxi-

mations in the treatment of interactions and cascade build-up, but the accu-

racy is %20% for prediction of absorbed dose for shielding thicknesses of

up to %20 g/cm 2. Recentiy new tram.sport methods for cosmic ray nuclei have

been developed for calculating LET spectra within spacecraft /Heinrich,

1977/; Letaw and Adams, 1986; Leuaw, 1986/. The Cosmic Ray Effect on Micro-

electronics (cREME) model /AdaunS, 1986/ considers loss by ionization and

interaction but does not consider hea%_ fracnnents or production of other

secondaries. Comparisons of measured and CREM_ model calculated LET spec-

tra made with PNTDs are shown in section 5.0 of this paper.

The major limitations in the accuracy of the present methods used to

calculate absorbed dose and particle fluxes inside spacecraft arise princi-

pally due to a lack of detailed knowledge of the primary environments (flux,

spectra, temporal and directional properties) and of spacecraft shielding

distributions. Both the trapped p_icles and the GCR (up to several GeV)

have temporal variations due to solar activity /webber and Lockwood, 1981;

Marenny, 1987; Heckman et al., 1970, 1972/ that are only approximately

accounted for through the use of the solar maximum and minim_ models. In

addition to the temporal variations there are directional characteristics,

particularly of the trapped particles /watts, 1987/ that have not previously

been incorporated into the calculations. The currently used omnidirectional

environments may be satisfactory _n :he case of spinning or celestial point-

ing spacecraft, but are not appropriate for gravity gradient or velocity

vector stabilized spacecraft such as the LD_ and the Space Station. At

present, the knowledge of _he environments is generally considered to be

accurate only to a factor of %2.

Accurate calculation of the dose-equivalent within orbiting spacecraft

will probably require more precise calculation of the contribution from sec-

ondary charged components than has previously been included in STS-mission-
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type oriented calculations. Of concern here is the contribution from the

evaporation and recoil particles resulting from interactions in the tissues,

the spacecraft shielding and materials. Such calculations also involve the

use of quality factors that are presently uncertain for the highly-charged,

low-energy, high-LET particles. Although calculations including all rele-

vant effects have not been applied to missions and complex shielding geo-

metries, example calculations with spherical aluminum shielding and tissue

targets have clearly shown the importance of these secondaries /Armstrong,

1972; Santoro, 1972/. Those calculations also include the neutral compo-

nents (neutrons, pions, etc.,) and their effects, although they are not

tabulated separately in the results.

i0.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

During the last twenty-five years, dosimetry data has been slowly accu-

mulating in the U.S. and Soviet manned space programs. The data covers

almost all manned flights, and thus a variety of low Earth orbits (from

_210 km to 500 km) and translunar flights. Data exists from flights of

Vostok to Salyut 7 and Gemini to Spacelab, with their various complexities

of shielding.

Passive dosimeters have yielded integral dose and mission average dose-

rate information for low-Earth orbit (_ 500 km, and inclinations < 650).

For the lowest altitudes and typical locations in the spacecraft the dose

is dominated by the highly penetrating GCR contributing 5-10 mrad/day (de-

pending on inclination), which is nearly independent of spacecraft shiel-

ding. Measurements have shown that for various locations in the Spacelab-i

module (STS-41A, 250 km, 57 ° ) the trapped particles from the SAA contributed

at most 40% and typically 15% or less of the total dose /Parnell et al.,

1986/. At higher altitudes (350-500 km) the picture changes dramatically,

with dose-rates increasing more than an order of magnitude and the bulk of

the dose now coming from the trapped protons. Indeed, on mission STS-51J

(%500 km, 28.5o), one passive dosimeter recorded an average mission dose-

rate of nearly 200 mrad/day (arithmetic average shielding of _16.4 g/cm2).

The complex shielding of the manned spacecraft causes variations in

the dose as a function of location. The arithmetic average of shielding

depth can be quite high (Cosmos 1129, %20 g/cm2; Spacelab-l, 14-66 g/cm2;

Space Shuttle mid-deck, 16-30 g/cm2). However, it has been shown that small

solid angles (< 10% of 4n steradians) of thin shielding (< few g/cm 2) act

as "radiation windows," causing dose to vary according to locations /Parnell

et al., 1986; Atwell and Beever, 1987b/. These "thin windows" are not in-

dicated in the arithmetic average of the shielding depth.
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The number of locations that have been monitored limit the knowledge

of the variation in dose due to shielding at different locations. Twenty-

nine passive detectors showed a dose maximum/dose minimum variation of only

1.4 on Spacelab-l. On Skylab, five detectors showed a variation of 1.6,

similar to the detectors on Salyut-7. The six detectors flown in the crew

area of the STS at the highest orbit (51J) showed a ratio of 2.2. This in-

dicates that the location dependency of dose rests largely on the trapped

particle contribution, as expected. Most previous spacecraft have passed

through the SAA in various attitudes, but the Space Station, which will have

a somewhat similar attitude in the directional SAA flux, will be likely to

have larger dose variations.

Only on several occasions have active detectors been used, tailored

specifically to obtain data on space radiation dosimetry. Early measure-

ments Were made on Gemini and Apollo. Skylab carried a tissue-equivalent

ion chamber and an LET spectrometer. On Cosmos 936 the Soviets flew an

active LET spectrometer inside and outside the spacecraft /Kovalev et al.,

1981/. On Spacelabs 1 and 2, Parnell et al. /1986/ and Fishman et al.

1986a/ employed active detectors which contributed significant information

on the temporal variations of the radiation field inside the Spacelab module

and on the pallet. These instruments allowed the separation of dose into

its components of GCR, trapped protons and the bremsstrahlung from trapped

electrons. Also, frequent occurrences of bremsstrahlung photon "bursts"

were observed from electrons precipitating from the trapped belt. This work

clearly showed the importance of detailed real-time dosimetry for the

Shuttle flights, and particularly for the Space Station.

In the absence of detailed information on the flux, charge and energy

spectra of charged particles, LET spectra have been measured on several mis-

sions. There is general agreement between the reported U.S. and Soviet re-

sults, even though the methods used (electronic detectors, nuclear emulsions,

plastic track detectors) are different. The LET spectra clearly show dif-

ferences between low and high inclination and altitude missions. However,

relatively few missions, orbits, and shielding situations have been covered

and much more data is needed.

While a reasonable amount of data exist for low altitude (< 500 km)

and low inclination orbits, there is insufficient experimental dosimetric

data for high altitude (> 500 km), polar, and geostationary orbits.

very little data exist on the neutron component, but the measurements

that have been made indicate it cannot be ignored on future missions, parti-

cularly in large spacecraft such as the Space Station. Neutron energy spec-
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tral measurements need to be made as soon as possible, although this will

be difficult to accomplish. There is no direct information available on

the temporal variation of neutrons.

Since the LET spectra have not been measured on all missions and the

neutron fluence has seldom been measured, a complete assessment of the dose-

equivalent cannot be made. However we can give estimates of the fractions

of dose-equivalent on a few missions. The fractions of low LET dose (from

TLDs), high LET dose (from track detectors), and neutron dose (from fission

foils) in the Spacelab-I module (250 km, 570 ) are approximately 30%, 56%,

and 14%, respectively. On STS-5 (297 km, 28.50 ) the fractions were %54%,

27%, and 21%. High energy neutron measurements for higher altitude STS

flights are not available for a similar comparison.

There have been some comparisons of dose and LET data with calculations

that model the primary particle environments, the orbital parameters, and

shielding distributions (usually simplified). Recent comparisons generally

indicate that for total dose the predictions are too high. On Spacelab-i

the predictions were high by a factor of _ 2 /Parnell et al., 1986/. The

calculations are based upon isotropic flux models, whereas the trapped en-

vironment is highly anisotropic /Heckman and Nakano, 1963/. This fact, and

the effects of "thin windows" in shielding make such comparisons approxi-

mate at best. The trapped proton and electron environments have temporal

changes which the models do not fully take into account, that may also

affect the calculated doses and fluxes /Heckman and Lindstrom, 1972/. A com-

parison of LET measurements in a simple shielding situation (a GAS canister

in the Space Shuttle bay) and a calculation based on GCR and geomagnetic

effects agree quite well /Adams et al., 1986/. However, for situations in-

volving greater amounts of shielding, the comparisons are not satisfactory

/Letaw and'Adams, 1986/. Such comparisons are also needed in more complex

shielding situations and extending to low LETs where protons are important

contributors of dose.

Several questions concerning temporal variations of dosimetric quanti-

ties can only be solved by long-term monitoring in various orbits. Solar

activity affects both the trapped environment and the GCR flux. Higher

solar activity heats and expands the Earth's atmosphere causing greater

ionization loss of trapped particles and a decrease in flux in low Earth

orbit. At the same time, the larger convected solar magnetic field "modu-

lates" (reduces) the GCR flux at Earth. Very energetic, but rare, solar

particle events can occasionally reach low Earth orbits. The effect of

long-term secular variations in the geomagnetic field is also of concern.

It is important to determine the populations of short range tracks --

recoils and spallation products that arise as the result of irradiation of
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tissue with cosmic ray nuclei and trapped energetic protons--and to assess

their radiobiological consequences.

Finally, much more detailed information is needed on how the different

components of the radiation field contribute to the overall dose and their

spatial and temporal variations, as well as the effect of complex shielding

distributions, before reasonably accurate extrapolations can be made to the

case of the Space Station and other future missions of long duration.

The following is a partial summary of Soviet regulations, recently en-

acted, which deal with radiation safety of space crews and related issues.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

APPENDIX

USSR STANDARDS FOR SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY IN SPACE FLIGHT

OUTLINE

Type of Document and

Effective Date

Guiding Normative Document

RD 50-25645.209-85

1 July 1987

USSR Government Standard

GOST 25645.215-85

1 Jan. 1987 through

1 Jan. 1992

USSR Government Standard

GOST 25645.202-83

1 Jan. 1986 to 1 Jan. 1992

Title of Document

SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTIONS: SPACE CREW RADI-

ATION SAFETY DURING SPACE FLIGHT

(System for measuring cosmonauts' Indi-

vidual dose during their career)

SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE

FLIGHT

(Safety norms with flight duration up to

t_hree years)

SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE

FLIGHT

(Requirements for individual and on-board

dosimetric control)

USSR State committee of

Standards.

GOST 25645.214-85

1 Jan. 1987

USSR Government Standard

GOST 25645.203-83

1 Jan. 1985

SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE

FLIGHT

(Model of generalized radiobiological

effect)

SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE

FLIGHT

(Model of human body for computation of

tissue dose)

Guiding Normative Document

RD 50-25645.309-85

1 Jan. 1987

SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTIONS: STANDARD METHODS

OF EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE FUNC-

TION OF SHIELDING ELEMENTS AND TECHNICAL

EQUIPMENT INSIDE A SPACECRAFT FROM IONIZED

RADIATION

USSR State Standard

25645.134-86 (no date

given)

SOLAR COSMIC RAYS.

FLUXES

A MODEL OF PROTON
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USSR Government Standard

GOST 25645.211-85

1 July 1987

USSR Government Standard

GOST 25645.212-85

1 Jan. 1987

USSR Goverru_ent Standard

GOST 25645.116-84

1 Jan. 1986

SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE

FLIGHT

(Nuclear interaction characteristics of

protons)

SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE

FLIGHT

(Nuclear interaction characteristics of

multicharged ions)

PENETRATION OF COSMIC RAYS INTO EARTH'S

MAGNETOSPHERE

(Terms and definitions)

SUMMARIES OF DOCUMEntS

i. SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTIONS

SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE FLIGHT

(System for measuring cosmonauts' individual dose during their career_

Guiding Normative Document RD 50-25645.209-85. Effective 1 July 1987.

These instructions establish the system for measurement and control oJ

individual radiation doses received by cosmonauts from all types of radio-

active exposure during their career, and the system for determining the

doses received from radiological examinations. The instructions also imple-

ment control for observance of the norms of space crew radiation safety in

space flight. They apply to all authorities concerned with the selection,

training and medical examination of cosmonauts and to the USSR Ministry of

Health Radiation Safety Service which implements cosmonaut radiation safet}

measures. The document states that radioiogical examination of cosmonauts

must be conducted on standard X-ray ecg/ipment , and that all X-ray radiation

received by cosmonauts in pre-acceptance examinations, periodic examination

at all stages of their careers, examination during cases of illness, and

during space flight is subject to obligatory measurement and control. The

procedure for examination at the first selection as cosmonaut candidates an

the periods for planned radiological examination of cosmonauts' organs is

outlined. The document lists the organs of the body which are subject to

count, assessment and control or radiation dose absorption, and gives a for

mula for this purpose. Tables show the values for specific dose strengths

for various areas of the body, including organs, joints, cavities, verte-

brae, etc.

Requirements for collection, registration, storage and control of in-

formation concerning individual doses of radiation of cosmonauts are given

in detail. A general medical record is kept of all types of radiological

examinations conducted at all stages of the cosmonauts' preparation, but

individual radiation doses are recorded in a special chart which is the cos

monauts' basic document throughout their career. This chart is kept where-
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ever the cosmonaut underwent the last medical examination. An example of

this chart and specific details of correct maintenance of the chart are

given. Protection against random duplication of radiological examination

by different medical personnel or in different institutions is provided by

this chart, which is controlled by a representative of the USSR Ministry of

Health Radiation Safety Service. The Ministry assesses the individual radi-

ation dose of the cosmonauts at any stage of their career and gives conclu-

sions to the medical co_unission upon demand.

2. SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE FLIGHT

(Safety norms with flight duration up to three years)

USSR Government Standard GOST 25645.215-85. Effective 1 January 1987

through i January 1992.

Standards are established for space crew, radiation safety norms during

space flights of up to three years' duration and for the period of the cos-

monaut's career. These standards are obligatory in all stages of develop-

ment of space crew radiation safety support systems, i.e., in development

of space flight programs and activities of crews; in planning of space crew

radiation protection and testing its effectiveness; in planning on-board

and individual dosimetric control and its implementation in space flight;

in the execution of planned projects and operational measures for implemen-

tation of radiation safety; in the planning of radiological examination of

cosmonauts. The radiation safety norms include: normative level of _adia-

tion risk; maximum allowed dose-equivalent of radiation in the absence of

probable sources of radioactive danger; control of hourly average equiva-

lent dose; maximum allowed dose-equivalent of a single radiation exposure

during space flight; maxim_ allowed dose-equivalent during a cosmonaut's

career (not to exceed 4 Sv). The document gives methods of calculating the

above-mentioned safety norms, states the dose_equivaient of instant expo-

sure during a space flight (not to exceed 0.5 Sv), and gives methods of

determining values of dose-equivalent during a space flight and during a

cosmonaut's period of preparation, selection and medical examination. A

table giving the values of normalized quantities for flights of various

durations is provided and explanation of terms of reference is also given.

3. SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE FLIGHT

(Requirements for individual and on-board dosimetric control)

USSR Government Standard GOST 25645.202-83. Effective 1 January 1986

to i January 1992.

Standards are established for individual and on-board dosimetric con-

trol requirements for manned space flights, various categories of radia-

tion situations are defined by means of the ratios of the hourly dose-
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equivalent to the control hourly dose-equivalent, giving the values of rela-

tive radiation risk. These ratios are given in a table showing ranges from

"safe radiation" to "emergency radiation" situations. The_c56ice of mea-

sures to ensure radiation safety of space crews is made with regard to the

different radiation situation categories (RSCs) in which they may be placed,

the main task of dosimetric control, therefore, being to assess the RSC and

determine the generalized dose of radiation received by each crew member

during flight. "Dosimetric control" is defined as a combination of indivi-

dual and on-board dosimetric control (ODC); requirements for both types of

control are specified as follows:

Individual dosimetric control. Methods include individual reading dosi-

meters, individual passive dosimeters, and ground or on-board testers to

take readings from passive individual dosimeters. Must include absorption

or dose-equivalent in case a radiation situation becomes non-standard, dan-

gerous or emergency-status. (Note: a dose on the surface of a man;s body

is considered to be a dose at points where the depth is 7 x lO-Sm from the

surface of the body.) The doc%unent states that individual passive dosi-

meters are intended for continuous wear by crew members throughout the

flight; individual reading dosimeters need not always be worn in safe or

standard RSCs but must then be placed in the compartment where crew members

spend most of their time. Individual dosimeters must be capable of mea-

suring radiation in all crews' work conditions, including extra-vehicular

activity (EVA). The number and placement of individual and ODC systems must

allow measurement of the generalized dose received by each crew member.

On-board dosimetric control. The ODC assesses the RSC and measures the

generalized radiation dose by means of results of individual dosimetric con-

trol. To determine this dose, ODC must ensure reception of information

necessary to calculate the quality of ionized radiation, space and time

irregularities of the field of dose distribution, and measure the absorp-

tion and hourly dose-equivalent of radiation. To assess the RSC, the ODC

must determine the generalized dose of radiation, and the correspondence of

a radiation situation with its projected model, including information which

establishes the source of ionized radiation which caused the degradation of

the radiation situation. The ODC must also provide the crew with informa-

tion concerning changes in the RSC. Information measured by the ODC must

be transmitted to Earth via radio-telemetric system channel either by sam-

pling or in complete form. The frequency and amount of information trans-

mitted must be determined by the RSC. Teci_nical work is performed by the

dosimetric control system.

Under the heading "Volume and dosimetric control operation," the docu-
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ment states that composition, volume and operation of dosimetric control is

established in a technical system which ensures the radiation safety of

spacecraft crews and req_i.'res expertise corresponding to the normative-tech-

nical document in force. The document enumerates further detailed require-

ments for dosimetric control:

a) Dosimetric control syst_m_ composition and its volume must correspond

to the requirements of these standards.

b) All crew members must be provided with individual dosimeters.

c) The dosimetric control system must be capable of changing its mode of

operation, depending on the RSC.

d) During safe and standard radiation periods, the results of ODC must

be available to the crew on demand.

e) During non-standard, dangerous or emergency radiation situations, the

results of ODC must be available to the crew continuously, but for

individual dosimetric control, reading dosimeters must be used.

E) During non-standard, dangerous or emergency situations, the results of

individual dosimetric control must be entered into the information pro-

cessing unit to determine the generalized radiation dose.

When a radiation situation shifts into a dangerous or emergency cate-

gory, signals corresponding to the changes of the radiation situation

must be given to the crew.

g)

4. SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACEFLIGHT

• (Model of generalized radiobiological effect)

USSR State Committee of Standards GOST 25645.214-85. Effective 1 Jan.

1987.

This standard establishes a mathematical model of a generalized radio-

biological @ffect depending on the time distribution of a radiation dose-

equivalent. It is intended for determination of radiation risk when evalu-

ating and providing for the radiation safety of a spacecraft crew during

space flight as required by GOST 25645.215-85. The generalized radiobio-

logical effect (GRE) is understood as the risk faced by the crew of a space

vehicle during space flight when determined sources of radiation exposure

are present and probable sources are absent. The document states that:

a) The GRE characterizes quantitatively an increase in the mortality rate

as a result of somatic radiobiological effects, developing as a result

of radiation exposure.

b) The model of the GRE consists of a model of the dependence of the GRE

on the generalized dose of radiation (GDR) and a model of the depen-

dence of the power bf the radiation dose on the time distribution of

the equivalent dose of radiation.

c) In the model of the dependence of the GRE on the GDR it is accepted

that the GRE changes in proportion to the mortality rate in the absence

of radiation exposure.
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k_/ d) The dependence of the pOwer of the GDR on the time d_stribution of the

equivalent dose of radiation is accepted according to the model of

effective dose, which reflects the rise and fall of radiation damage

to the human organism in the time following radiation exposure.

Formulae are presented to represent the dependence of GRE on GDR,

taking into account such factors as time, power of the GDR, age of the

cosmonaut, etc.

5. SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE FLIGHT

(Model of human body for computation of tissue dose)

USSR Government Standard GOST 25645.203-83. Effective 1 Jan. 1985.

Standards established for the form and basic dimensions of a model of

a human body and coordinates of representative points for computation of

tissue dose of cosmic radiation and the development of documentation during

design of such models for conducting experimental research. The standards

are binding for organizations occupied with determination of the spatial

distribution of an ionized radiation field in a cosmonaut's body with regard

to spacecraft crew radiation protection. The model used for this purpose

is an anthropomorphic, tissue-equivalent, homogeneous figure having the form

and average dimensions of a human male. Simplified models, cylindrical and

spherical, will also be used.

T_bles and figures with accompanying text present in detail the form,

basic dimensions, representative points and chemical composition of all

three models: anthropomorphic, cylindrical and spherical.

An anthropomorphic figure must be used to determine the characteris-

tics of an ionized radiation field in a cosmonaut's body and to assess the

error of determining these characteristics with the aid of an average

model. A cylindrical model must be used to determine the characteristics

of an ionized radiation field, necessary for calculation of the generaliz_

dose, taking into account the irregularity of space radiation. A spherical

model must be used for approximate assessment of a generalized dose. Using

representative points in a real human (average male) as a guide, values of

the equivalent dose in similar points on the models should be used in the

calculation of the generalized dose in order to evaluate the effectiveness

of radiation protection for the crew of a space vehicle.

6. SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTIONS

STANDARD METHODS OF EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE FUNCTION OF

SHIELDING ELEMENTS AND TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT INSIDE A SPACECRAFT FROM

IONIZED RADIATION

Guiding Normative Document RD 50-25645.309-85. Effective 1 Jan. 1987.
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Standard methods are established for determining functional shielding

of elements (including technical equipment and crew members) inside space-

craft from ionized radiation. Tests are conducted on a model which must en-

sure the possibility of determining the mass surface current of controlled

sections, This model must also include:

a) a coordinate system for moving the gan_a radiation detector on cylin-

drical and/or spherical surfaces;

b) a point-wise isotropic single energy source of gamma radiation;

c) a gaz_na radiation detector;

d) an apparatus for registering the position of the source with respect

to the detector and the number of impulses acting on the detector.

The method of measuring the functional screening of a point inside the

object is described in detail, as are the basic parameters which character-

ize a source of non-dispersed gamma radiation and the measurements in a test

process. A closed isotropic source of Cs 137 (Er = 661 keY) with isotropy

not exceeding ± 10% serves as a source of gamma radiation. A scintillating

spectrometer with an inorganic NaI crystal and diameter equal to height serves

as a gamma radiation detector. The creation of impulses corresponding to

non-dispersed ga_m%a radiation is done by means of amplitudinal impulse dis-

crimination levels A 1 and A 2. Level A 1 corresponds to the maximum peak of

photo-absorption and level A 2 is 20% less than level A I. Formulae for de-

termining the mass surface density and the impulse counting speed follow.

Tests are conducted in normal climactic conditions as defined by GOST

20.57,406-81 and duration of the test is determined by the number of points

being measured for screening function, personnel participating in the tests

must have a third-class rating for safe operation of electrical installa-

tions with voltage loads up to i000 volts. The work foreman must have an

engineer-physicist rating.

Detailed instructions are given for gZaduated measurements of radia-

tion by the amplitude distribution of pulses within the detector. The regis-

tered number of impulses for any control section must be no less than 4x103.

7. SOLAR COSMIC RAYS. A MODEL OF PROTON FLUXES

USSR State Standard 25645.134-86. No effective date given.

This document establishes a model of proton fluxes of solar cosmic rays

(SCR) with energy E _ i0 MeV in interplanetary space beyond the magneto-

sphere of the Earth near the plane of the ecliptic at a distance of approxi-

mately one astronomical unit from the sun in different periods of the ll-

year cycle of solar activity. The standard is intended for use in calcula-
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tions of the radiation activity of SCR fluence on technical devices, bio-

logical and other objects in outer space. The duratioh ahd position of the

beginning of the ll-year solar activity cycle are determined from GOST 25645.

302-83. The present document gives formulae for calculating the duration of

active and passive periods (characterized by different values of SCR fluxes).

The document states that, during passive periods of the ll-year cycle, a

total fluence of protons of solar cosmic rays with energy E _ i0 MeV is

assumed equal to 107 cm -2, regardless of the duration of the spaceflight.

During the active period of the cycle, the total fluence of protons of solar

origin, N E cm -2, for all proton energies greater than E, is a random quan-

tity. This randomness is a result of the occurrence, during the flight

period, of a random number of solar proton events. Equations are given to

determine the distribution density of the total fluence of protons. Tables

show the probabilities of exceeding the total fluence of protons for flights

of duration varying from ten days to three years.

8. SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE FLIGHT

(Nuclear interaction characteristics of protons)

USSR Government Standard GOST 25645.211-85. Effective 1 July 1987.

This document establishes the nuclear interaction characteristics of

cosmi_ ray protons, as well as protons and neutrons (nucleons) formed by

them in spacecraft shielding (secondaries), for the nuclei of elements from

carbon to lead in the 20-1000 MeV nucleon energy range. Among the charac-

teristics taken into consideration are the nucleon mean path to nuclear

interaction and the double differential of energy and the exit angle of dis-

tribution of secondary nucleons in an inelastic nucleon-nucleus interaction.

The methods and formulae for the calculation of the nuclear mean free path

are given.

9. SPACE CREW RADIATION SAFETY DURING SPACE FLIGHT

(Nuclear interaction characteristics of multicharged ions)

USSR Government Standard GOST 25645.212-85. Effective 1 January 1987.

This document establishes standards of quantitative characteristics for

the nuclear interaction of cosmic ray multicharged ions where the nuclear

charge is from 2 to 29 units of the absolute value of the electron charge

and the range of kinetic energy on a nucleon is from 102 to i0 _ MeV in tissue

equivalent material and shielding materials. The document states that the

\
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mean free path to nuclear interaction is related to nuclear interaction

characteristics and the GCR nuclei fragmentation parameters. The values of

the interaction path and fragmentation parameters are established for repre-

sentative nuclei groups of GCR nuclei. For the other nuclei of the particu-

lar group of GCR nuclei, the characteristics of the nuclear interaction are

taken as being the same as for the representative nucleus of that group.

Groups of GCR nuclei are specified in accordance with GOST 25645.104.84.

Representative groups of nuclei are defined as follows: helium nuclei, light

nuclei, medium nuclei, heavy nuclei and very heavy nuclei groups. Nuclear

fragments which form as a result of nuclear interaction are assembled in

group J which is designated the same as for projectile nuclei with the addi-

tion of the group of protons with Z - i, taking hydrogen IH as the represen-

tative nucleus. Composition of the tissue-equivalent material is according

to GOST 18622-79. Nuclear interaction characteristics are considered inde-

pendent of the GCR nuclei kinetic energy for the energy interval under con-

sideration.

Values of interaction paths of representative nuclei from each group of

GCR nuclei in a fabric-equivalent mediu/n, graphite, aluminum and iron are

presented in a table. Values of interaction paths for other safety materials

are defined in accordance with the recommendations in an appendix. Values of

fragmentation parameters for representative nuclei groups of GCR in tissue

are presented 'in a second table. Values of fragmentation parameters for re-

presentative nuclei groups of GCR with mass numbers ranging from 12 to 72

are presented in a third table.

i0. PENETRATION OF COSMIC RAYS INTO EARTH'S MAGNETOSPHERE

(Terms and definitions)

USSR Government Standard GOST 25645.116-84. Effective 1 January 1986.

This document establishes terms and definitions to be used in science

and engineering with reference to the penetration of cosmic rays into the

Earth's magnetosphere. These terms are obligatory for use in documents of

all types, scientific-technical, educational and reference literature. One

standardized term is established for each concept; synonyms may not be used.

Short forms for distinct standardized terms are given as a reference. These

may be used when there is no possibility of incorrect interpretation. In

the standard, alphabetical indexes containing terms in Russian and their

equivalent in English are given.
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NOTES

%,....

i. Reco_endations of the ICRU, 1970, ICRU Report No. 16 (II), Washington,

D.C.

2. Digital Data Dosimetry, Tulsa, OK, Model I/E-I.

3. Reuter Stokes, Cleveland, OH, Model RS-P3-0803-287.
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